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One of the great Show days in Kangaroo Valley !
The Kangaroo Valley Show has come and
gone, with a blessing of fine weather,
perhaps a little too hot on Saturday and no
typical afternoon storm, though the clouds
hung darkly around the mountains.
Led by President, Dave Kent and Secretary,
Donna Parker with her wonderful team of
office helpers, the two days were a great
success and many entertaining events, both
new and old, were to be experienced by
enthusiastic participants and audiences alike.
As usual a huge army of organizers and helpers
worked tirelessly, at times in suffocating heat,
to bring us such a wonderful opportunity to

compete in a friendly atmosphere and to be
entertained.
The Show really is a community effort, it is truly
amazing how many and varied are the
contributions of time and materials.
A special thank you must go to our sponsors who
with their generous support keep our Show going
year after year.
A picture paints a thousand words they say so,
along with a list of some of the Show’s
successful exhibitors and competitors, we hope
you enjoy the pictorial account of a wonderful
two days !
Cathy Gorman
More show pictures and Champions honour Roll
on page 5, Dog Show Page 15, Horses page 38.

Clockwise from top right: Olilvia Campbell best
fancy dress: Top showjumping a feature: It was
dress up time:All about teamwork, exhibitors
showing their cattle: Spike Rutherford (left) and
Paul Williams (groundsmen): Courtney Clark,
Tess Heighes and Chris Prior map lantana:
This is the easy way to learn milking techniques.
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Inescapably and rightly so, this issue of
the Valley Voice features many aspects
of what has been yet again another
successful Show put on by the A & H
Association.
As the premier community participation event
of the year for the Valley, the Show offers
opportunity for involvement by all in the valley
as competitors, officials, volunteers,
entertainers and those being entertained.
The weather this year played its part in a
mostly benign manner (apart from a short
shower which is traditional fare on Saturday
evening following a day when the temperature
at times rose to an uncomfortable level).
These past few months in Australia and around
the world have seen capricious weather
patterns and natural disasters happening with a
frightening frequency and ferocity with flood
and fires causing widespread damage to life
and property.
Add to those destructive forces the volcanic
activity and the earthquakes and it seems
almost as if the earth is trying desperately to
shake itself free of these pestilences in a hurry,
before there is further degregation heaped on
the planet with increasing violence and civil
disruption widespead in both hemispheres.
Of course following the events in our
Australian summer, the devestation caused by
the earthquake which toppled Christchurch
brought scenes of despair and destruction to
what once was a vibrant community, often
described as one of the world’s most attractive
cities and sorrow into the hearts of people on
both sides of the Tasman.
Just as New Zealand responded promptly to
Auustralian needs, so too the contributions to
the horrifying situation in Christchurch was an
allocation of many special resources, materials,
equipment and money by Australians.
This bipartisanship (in national terms) has been
a permanent feature of the relationships
between the two countries, whose renowned

Letters to the Editor
All letters must be signed
by the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified if necessary.
The writer’s name will be
published with the letter.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577
Or
thevoice@kagaroovalley.nsw.au

sporting rivalry in many fields has more
reflected an appreciation of each others
qualities and values than any underlying
antipathy.
Since ANZAC Cove and even at the time of
formation of the Commonwealth of Australia,
there has been a mutual trust and respect where
helping each other is the norm not any knee
jerk response.
This is the teamwork ethic which binds
communities as much as nations and it is
coincidental that in this issue we begin a new
series of articles to focus on voluntary groups
that are the lifeblood of Kangaroo Valley.
Researched and written by Tony Barnett the
aim is to highlight the history, the objectives,
the achievements and the personell involved so
as to interest even more people to join in and
contribute their individual talents and energy
towards improving community life.
Our population demographic is always
changing, with the inevitable aging process
effecting the amount of time and physical
contribution that individuals can contribute,
but it is often older heads that give valuable
guidance to the more vigorous enthusiasm that
the younger members bring to the table.
It may take us a couple of years to work
through our long (and perhaps to be extended
list) but we hope you enjoy the results.
There is of course the ultimate test in people
power (the upcoming State election) on March
26 and although our pages were open to all
candidates to put their point of view they have
chosen to rely on advertising, (which is their
choice).
Whatever the result of the plebiscite, one
would like to see power reverting to elected
representatives, rather than residing in the
permanent bureaucracy who seem so often to
be cocooned from the decisions they make, or
the policies they have heavily influenced.
Our Show is a prime example of the value of
teamwork in action; may the next Parliament
be developed in the same way.
Carl Leddy
The Editor

Attention all tourist operators in
Kangaroo Valley
As you may be aware, the Kangaroo Valley
Bowling Club has installed a “Visitor
Information Centre” in the Club.
If you operate a business that targets tourism
and want to be a part of the Centre, then it’s
time to bring in your promotional flyers.
The Centre is there for all tourist operators,
e.g. Accommodation, Catering, Camping etc.
The Centre is also there to help promote
special local events such as the Folk Festival,
Valley Show to name a couple.
(Continued on page 4)
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Top of HSC and only 20 years study ahead
Advanced, English Extension 1, Mathematics,
Mathematics Extension 1, Chemistry, Biology
and PDHPE.
This meant I received a "Premiers Award" for
being an "All-Rounder".
My overall ATAR (Australian Tertiary
Admissions Rank) was 99.2.
To obtain a place into Medicine though it is not
all about the final mark being the ATAR, but
also a one hour interview, the UMAT,
(Undergraduate Medicine & Health Admissions
Test).
My future plans are to begin university this year
at UNSW, where I will be staying on campus at
Basser College.
The medicine degree is a six year course and
combines clinical placements, practicals,
scenario-based learning and Independent
To the Editor
I am extremely excited and grateful to research.
Following the degree I will complete prehave received a place into
vocational training as an intern and then as a
Undergraduate Bachelor of Medicine/
Resident Medical Officer which will take one to
Bachelor of Surgery at the University of two years.
New South Wales with a Medical Rural I will then have to gain fellowship of an
Bonded Scholarship.
Australian Medical College where I could
There were only eight scholarships offered specialise to become a GP or surgeon etc which
out of the 208 medicine places at UNSW. can take three to six years depending on choice
of specialisation.
When I received the UAC offer at 9 pm on
Since I am accepting a Medical Rural Bonded
Wednesday the 19th, I actually cried in
Scholarship I will have to commit to six years
disbelief.
practice in a rural area of my choice after gaining
In my HSC results, I was first in the state for
fellowship.
PDHPE (the 5th most popular HSC subject
after English, Maths, Business Studies and
For now that seems like the next 16 to 20 years
Biology) and I achieved a band 6 (>90%) in all of my life, which is daunting, but life is about the
my HSC subjects which were English
Voice readers may recall a recent story
(August 2010) about the achievements of
Dominique Tynan, who was part of the
Australian team at the National Youth Science
Forum held in Canada in May.
During that visit she was inspired particularly
by a presentation to the students from a neuro
scientist.
This may have been the career decider for
Dominique who has chosen the field of
medicine as her next academic endeavour.
With a first place in the HSC students for
PDHPE (see Dominique’s letter) she has made
a long term committment in which we wish her
a continued positive contribution to the welfare
of the community.

Photo: (from the “First in course ceremony”)
Education Minister, Ms Verity Firth (left)
congratulates Dominique Tynan on her result.
journey not the destination, so I am not the
least bit worried.
I currently have no intention to undertake a
certain specialty as I think I will come to that
decision after I begin the degree.
Kind regards,
Dominique Tynan

Youth of the Year, Valley boy wins regional final
Australia" and "What is Wikileaks and is it
friend or foe?"
In their prepared speeches they spoke about
GM crops, modern education not catering for all
areas of human creativity and talents, the skills
required for effective public speaking and water
in our world.
The event was held at Mittagong RSL Club on Wattamolla and the Kangaroo Valley Lions Club
February 20. Representing Kangaroo Valley in are proud that our representative, Ruben
the audience were Ruben's father, Andrew,
FitzSimons, won both the public speaking and
Margaret and Robin Griffiths and Tony
the overall competition which included his
Barnett.
achievements and interview.
There were three other contestants, Dylan
The District Final will be in Ulladulla on
Croudson from Bowral, Samantha Rose from
Saturday March 12 and all are welcome to an
Goulburn and Thomas Pinson from Yass.
enjoyable evening to support Ruben in the next
All the young people were exceptional and all stage of the competition.
very high achievers in every area.
For further information about this event contact
In the Public Speaking part of the Quest they
Margaret Griffiths, the Lions Youth of the Year
answered impromptu questions about "Their
Chairman, on 44 651 390. Margaret Griffiths.
thoughts on aging and the aging population in

Congratulations to Ruben FitzSimons,
17, of Wattamolla, who won the
regional final of the NAB Lions Youth
of the Year Quest.
Ruben is School Captain at Bomaderry
High School.

Surprise short term closure of The Friendly Inn

Well done to Ruben FitzSimons
Good luck in the District final

In an unexpected move on February 9,
twelve agents acting on instructions from
company receivers, entered the Friendly
Inn premises, ordered all staff and
patrons to leave and took possession of
the historic hotel.
Locks were changed, a brief inspection and

stocktaking were carried out, with security
guards left in place to “protect” the
property.
The new owner of The Friendly Inn, Bryan
Rutter obtained Court orders the next day to
regain possession of the property,
The hotel re-opened on Friday February 11.
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Letters to the Editor (continued)
(Continued from page 2)

The Centre is fitted out to accommodate
mainly DL sized brochures. There is room
available for tourist magazines and larger
flyers but space is limited and we would ask
that you contact Mr Stuart Christison (02 4421
2100) at the Nowra Bowling Club before you
arrange for any brochures other than DL’s.
The new Centre will focus on the Valley and
immediate area only to start with.
It was bit of a rush to try and get the Centre
operational before Christmas, so at the start we
will only be providing Tourist information and
won’t be selling local products, crafts etc.
We hope that you will help us to make this
Centre not only an important addition to the
Club but the whole community.
Brochures can be delivered to Kangaroo
Valley Bowling Club, 10 Marshall St during
trading hours.
Due to the limited storage space available at
the Club, we can’t store 1000’s of brochures
for each operator, therefore we have to limit
brochures to no more than 100 and if you are a
regular visitor to the Club, then feel free to
check your brochures at any time and bring top
-up flyers if necessary.
It is important that the brochures you provide
are up to date and accurate.
Yours Sincerely
Nowra Bowling and Recreation Club
Stuart Christison
Secretary Manager
Advertisement

Joanna Gash MP
Federal Member for Gilmore

May I help you?

Call in: 24 Berry St, or write:
PO Box 1009, Nowra 2541
Ph: 4423 1782 Fax: 4423 1785
Email: joanna.gash@aph.gov.au
Visit the web
www.joannagash.com.au

Getting the Job Done!
Written & authorised by Joanna Gash MP
24 Berry Street NOWRA 2541

The Editor

the now completed library more than eight
months ago.
While the campaign to promote public school
Our local public school is playing a major role in education is admirable, these signs lose their
impact and support when they are left there for
shaping the minds of our children.
such a long time.
I am therefore surprised that in providing an
education for our children, it demonstrates little Shoalhaven City Council has a strict sign
regard for the past and historical significance of policy that applies to all businesses in the
valley.
the school buildings.
It appears that the school does not either
Built in 1884 from local stone it is listed on the
support or follow this policy – a double
Register of the National Estate.
standard and not a good example for our
The school has chosen for more than a year to
children to follow.
display a multitude of signs on the front
boundary fence, masking the historical building. Kangaroo Valley’s life-blood is tourism; these
signs do nothing to promote it as an
These include five Teachers Federation plastic
environmentally friendly town or for tourists
signs supporting public education, an
who wish to photograph one of our historical
inapproriately large Federal Government sign
icons.
advertising the economic stimulus package and
Paul Terrett
another for the construction company that built

School signs should come down

The Editor

The Club was almost at “break-even” point but
near crippling events for the industry,
including gaming machine taxation hikes,
Call for support
indoor smoking bans, and the more recent
The magazine published by Clubs NSW often
reports on the viability of small bowling clubs in global financial crisis, has made this
momentum difficult to maintain.
rural areas of NSW.
The Club will shortly announce some
Many Clubs are closing and we have seen it in
innovations that will, hopefully, entice both
our own area with Moss Vale and Mittagong
locals and tourists to utilise the Club facilities
Bowling Clubs already closed.
more frequently.
For those who work in the club industry, the
closure of any club is a huge loss, not only to the There will be improved signage so that tourists
know where we are, “bus stops” for more
employees but also the local community in
efficient operation of the courtesy bus,
which every club serves.
upgraded beer system, there will be a “Happy
Nearly three years ago Nowra Bowling Club
amalgamated with the Kangaroo Valley Bowling Hour” and free regular bowling lessons, to
name a few.
Club (our Club), which saved the Club from
(Continued on page 6)
permanent closure.
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Here are the Champions
Supreme Champion Rider:
Lauren McKinnon
Champion Female Holstein Friesian:
“Clinton Park:, Walker Family
Champion Junior Holstein Friesian:
“Glenhaven”, J and G Good
Supreme Beef Cattle Exhibit:
St Gregory’s College
Champion bird of the Show: Brian Tiyce
Champion Ribbon Best Vegetable Exhibit:
Roger Arnold
Champion Ribbon Best cut Flower Exhibit:
Shirley Walker
Champion Ribbon Best six Eggs: John Bacon
Champion Ribbon Best Fruit Exhibit:
I Goodger
Best Photography Exhibit of the Show:
Mandy Notley
Champion Junior Photography Exhibit:
Lilly Haywood-Thaler
Best Art Exhibit: Dawn Daley
Arthur Blinman Memorial:
best K.V. landscape Larraine Hahlos
Best Pottery Exhibit: Yvonne Ferguson
Arthur Blinman Memorial Award (Drawing
of Hampden Bridge) Jacob Stirling(10 yrs and
under).Olivia Harvery(11-15 yrs)
Most Successful Boy Exhibitor:
1st – Cruz Turner, 2nd – Joe Thomas
Most Successful Girl Exhibitor:
1st –Olivia Harvey , 2nd – Alaska Turner
Ross Nelson Memorial Poddy RideLiam O’Connor
Junior iron Lady: Bella Roberts 1st ;
Montana Reynolds 2nd ; Jemima Paterson 3rd
Junior iron Man Danny Thomas 1st ; Liam
O'Connor 2nd ; Jacob Radic; Ben Thomas,3rd
Youth iron Lady Jennifer Williams 1st ;
Emma Baker 2nd ; Lauren O'Connor 3rd
Youth iron Man: Campbell Harvey 1st ; Jack
Beasley 2nd ; Luke Champion 3rd
Open Iron Lady : Lexi Mounsey 1st ; Kristen
Smart 2nd ; Hilder Kasey 3rd
Open iron Man: Chris Mann 1st ; Aaron
Cooke 2nd ; Mitchell Tynan 3rd
Veteran iron Lady: Alison Baker 1st ;
Elizabeth Aitken 2nd ; Mary Pentecost 3rd
Veteran iron Man: David Smart 1st ; Harvey
Hill 2nd ; John Hunt 3rd
Men’s Hay Stack:Lock, Stock & Barrel-Greg
Chittick, Sean, Stephen Chittick 1st ;
Dream Team-Tom Evison, Zing Swan,
Brennan Smart 2nd ; A local & two blow insS.Rabbidge,Y. Cox, A. Cook 3rd
Ladies Hay Stack:Wattomolla KillersRebekah Radic,Sam Kennard,Veda
Fitzsimmons 1st ; Kasey Girls-Kasey Hilder,
Sophie Warn, Julie Warn 2nd ; Show Mow
Girls-Anita Reeve, Skye Reeve, Jane Lynen
3rd
Junior Hay Stack:Team Wattomolla-Ned
Baker, Will Baker, Charles Drewett 1st ;
The Jets-Eloise Mounsey, Jennifer Williams,
Taylor Lynch 2nd ; Top Stackers-Archie
Horrox, Jack Kenny, Jak Kiely 3rd

Start preparing now
for the
K.V. Show 2012

All about teamwork again,
Above: “The kitchen crew”
Below: the Junior Iron Man winners
Left: The Junior Iron Girl winners

Below: Many pets were shown

The bike races are always competitive, 2011 was no different
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Letters to the Editor (continued)
(Continued from page 4)

In our small village, where choice is limited,
your Club has long been a community asset.
The friendly and social interchange we enjoy
can be experienced nowhere else but in a Club
like ours.
Remember the dances, the friends, the meals,
the bowls (or croquet, or petanque), the
functions (even a wake or two), the two-up, the
music and entertainment?
We really need our Club for all these
community, social and sporting reasons.
The only way to keep your local Club viable is
to support it.
If you haven’t been in lately you’re missing
out on a wonderful and welcoming family
friendly venue, great food, reasonably priced
drinks and the million-dollar view from the
verandah.
We encourage you to come again and again, to
help us keep this asset going for the benefit of
all in our community and, of course, to provide

Can I help ?

42321082 or
kiama@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Page 6

another great attraction for the visitors who add
so much to the economic viability of our village.

If there are any groups that want their quilts
displayed together, the show’s organisers will
be happy to accommodate that.
Ken Crocker and Ron Burcher.
For those who’d like to enter the challenge, the
article to be made this year is a bag or
The Editor
container with the theme of: “What have
women done for you?”
Update on Chakola
Prizes include quilting books, fabric packs,
sewing equipment and two Bernina sewing
Bests' for 2011 and keep up the Voice which
machines.
looks pretty good
Entry forms and challenge packs available
A quick look through our newsletter will
from www.berryquiltshow.com.au or Berry
indicate that I will be in Kangaroo Valley more Patchwork, 4464 3387.
now as Chakola is my chief residence, that is I Enquiries phone Sharon Thomson 0405 516
will commute.
267 or www.berryquiltshow.com.au
You will note too that Kate and Nick (ages 50
Megan Fitt
and 52 ) will in time be the proprietors of
Chakola.
As they have enjoyed the place since ages one
and three they are very much in favour of what
it does.
It is I think of interest to know that Chakola
ADFAS program information
accounts for a fair number of overseas people
The Australian Decorative and Fine Arts
aged from 18 to 70, some of the home
Society entertaining monthly lectures begin
countries are Japan, Korea, India, China,
again for 2011.
Europe, UK, USA etc.
Our first lecturer is Mr Chris Bradley speaking
If you want to know more call Michael
on ‘The Queen of Sheba- Empress or Enigma’.
Delmenico the Conservation Volunteers
By looking at the Christian, Jewish and Islamic
Australia Manager at 44 652 430. (His eldest
texts we uncover where she came from, when
child is a wombat whisperer !)
she ruled and why she is so famous.
Recently helping the Conservation Volunteers up We look at the real evidence of the Kingdom,
here to plant some native trees around the
the ruins of its capital Marib and see what the
Showgrounds I found myself working alongside queen really looked like- and it isn’t Gina
a young Chinese woman.
Lollobrigida!
She already had her doctorate and was still
Her story encapsulates the history of Ancient
studying but enjoyed to volunteer and see the
Yemen, Ethiopia and the Ark of the Covenant.
world thus."Oh ! ' she said to me when I asked
This lecture is at the Berry School of Arts on
"Where next then"?
Thursday, March 10 at 7.30 pm.
I go Wollongong then place called Chakola,
Visitors are most welcome at a cost of $20
twice times now, I LOVE THE KANGAROO
which includes a light supper after the
VALLEY! ".....Fame indeed ?
illustrated lecture.
One day I must tell you the story of how Chakola No need to book but any enquiries can be made
came about- it will be 50 in two years time. I will by phoning 4234 4384.
However, membership is recommended as for
be down in a few weeks, yet to be fixed.
All the best, $105 (or $200 for a couple) you will have eight
Warwick Deacock fascinating lectures during 2011.

More letters on page 24

FOR YOUR EVENTS CALENDAR for next
three months:
March 10
Calling all Valley Quilters
Queen of Sheba- Empress or Enigma
Berry quilters have put out the call to their fellow Berry School of Arts at 7.30 pm
manipulators of fabric in the Kangaroo Valley to April 14
The Colour of Light – Contemporary Stained
“show us what you’ve got”.
The Berry Quilt and Craft Show kicks off again Glass
Berry School of Arts at 7.30 pm
on April 30 and May 1.
And they’d love to see plenty of works from the May 12
The Magical Art of Rosaleen Norton
Valley.
The Editor

Matt Brown MP
can assist you with State matters

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Pioneer Museum Park volunteers barbeque hot and great
By 6 pm when the 50 guests arrived to
celebrate another year of supporting
one of the most well known tourist
venues in Kangaroo Valley the heat
rather than lessening had intensified,
however, with delicious nibbles and
favourite beverages to consume the
scene was set for a great night.
Sheila Young’s classic salads and the
bread rolls provided by our local baker
complimented the marinated steaks,
sausages and chicken kebabs, barbequed

to perfection by Logan Apperley and Jack
Jodeikin.

A relaxing night enjoyed by all

Brothers in arms:
Brian Povey (left) and Garth Chittick

1st Annual
Community Forum
on March 15
The Kangaroo Valley Community
Association is inviting representatives
to join an ongoing dialogue about how
we might work together to further
improve efficacy and amenity of our
community.
“Working together makes us more resilient,
stronger, more creative.” says KVCA Chair,
Ms Barbara Wodney “the forum will facilitate
a low key exchange of ideas and plans”.
Each group will be invited to speak briefly [12mins] to a one page summary of operational
goals, plans, areas of concern, requests for
assistance etc.
Following these brief inputs representatives
will havean opportunity to break bread and
explore areas for collaboration.
More information is available from Barbara or
Andrew FitzSimons (Brogers Creek LandCare
44651482).
The forum will be held in the Kangaroo
Valley Hall from 7—9 pm.
1-2 representatives from each and every
community organisation in our precious
valley have been invited.
Andrew Fitzimmons

KV Markets are held on the
second Saturday each month

A variety of desserts and coffee topped off a
meal to satisfy royalty!!!!
The President of the Trust, commented, that the
completed Suspension Bridge restoration and the
progress on the remaining property restoration
work was both encouraging and allowed for
more plans and ideas for improvements to be
discussed and acted upon.
A 130% increase in visitors since 2002 has
brought the total number of visitors in this last
financial year to just
under 5,000 ( adults and
children.)
It is important that all
the volunteers of the
Museum Park, the ones
who do the property
repairs and those who
staff the office along
with those who
generously donate
finances, are aware that
they are the most
valuable asset the
Pioneer Museum Park
has.
Some were energetic A very special moment

was when family members of Florence and
James Haynes, caretakers of the Museum
during the 70’s, presented a plaque in their
memory to the
Museum. This has
been placed in the
office of the
Museum Park.
During dessert and
dancing, Paul
Smith, one of our
Valley residents,
entertained the
guests with
excerpts from his
latest CD album –
Dare to Dream.
Rick Saur, of
“Folking Mad”
provided the sound
Paul Smith entertained
equipment and the
the guests in fine style

Jack Higgins

final item of Pokarekare
Ana by the trio of Paul
Smith, Carl Leddy and
Logan Apperley (the NZ
contingent!!!) was one of
the performances during
the evening which was
particularly special.
Jack Higgins – 10 year
old grandson, of Gaynor
and Paul Smith danced a
routine as Paul sang and
delighted the crowd.
Jack has recently been
selected from amongst
500 children attending
Catholic Schools in the
Sutherland Shire to star
in a musical to be
performed in Sydney on
the 14th June 2011.
More on this up and
coming star nearer the
(Continued on page 17)
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Woodhill remembrances

William was a sawyer and he and
Martha moved to the Jamberoo
district. A sawyer could earn
good money, £7 per week, for cutting 3,500 feet
Views and visions
A comprehensive and entertaining book on the of cedar between two men.
The conditions were very primitive.
history of Wattamolla, Wattamolla and
Bellawongarah from 1850 to the present day. The family lived in a bush hut made from timber
The following is one of these stories presented slabs. Martha would have to cart water, tend a
vegetable garden, milk a cow, make butter and
for your enjoyment.
take care of a young family.
Copies of the book may be obtained from
She died around 1850.
Ray Price, 280 Wattamolla Road, Woodhill,
William re-married, to Charlotte Arnold, in
Telephone 44 6426 856. Cost $30
1855. He died in 1885, aged 86 years.
I am a seventh generation Australian
William the eldest son of William and Martha
and my heritage has been farming.
was born in1829 and he married Sarah Knight,
My ancestors were among the earliest
the daughter of a free settler, in 1851.
immigrants to Australia, arriving courtesy They had a dairy farm at Jamberoo and raised
of the British legal system.
nine children all of whom married into
John Nichols arrived on the ‘Scarborough’,
pioneering families in the district.
leaving his wife in England. He had not
Their 9th child, Emily Kate Windley born 1869,
committed grand larceny, but the harsh
married Albert Yeoman Faulks born 1871.
criminal code that prevailed in 18th Century
And so to the Faulks family.
England convicted many of the early
immigrants to for petty crimes.
John had relieved his employers,
hair and perfume merchants in
London, of sundry items of stock
and was sentenced in the Old Bailey
to seven years transportation.
Unfortunately the two years he spent
in a rotting hulk ship on the Thames
River did not count towards the
sentence.
By 1801, John had his ‘ticket of
leave’ and was granted land at
Prospect Hill.
He became a farmer.
In that year Ann Pugh arrived on the ‘Earl
John Faulks and his wife, Mary Hannah (nee
Cornwallis’ and was ‘assigned’, as a servant to Yeoman) came from England around 1830.
John Nichols.
After moving around with the military, John and
Ann had been convicted of stealing from her
his growing family settled in the Shoalhaven
employer and her sentence seven years.
around 1838. John Faulks was the first
John and Ann were married and reared a large Policeman in the Shoalhaven and was based at
family. They became respectable, wellCoolangatta. He was in charge of the district
established and successful emancipists.
north of the Shoalhaven River.
John served as a District Constable at Prospect George Faulks was the youngest son of John and
and was involved in business dealings outside Mary. Two days before he was born, the family
of his farming interests. He obtained a licence home and all possessions were destroyed by fire.
to sell spirits at Parramatta and built a
The local Aborigines helped the family by
comfortable home for his family.
rowing them across Currumbene Creek and
Martha, their fifth child was born in 1809 and helping them build a “Gunyah”. It was in this
she married William Windley in 1829 at
Gunyah that George was born in 1844.
Newcastle. He had been transported in 1818
George married Louisa Boxsell from another
on ‘General Stewart’ for stealing.
pioneering family in 1867.

Public notice

Dr. Jeanette Keir MBBS (NSW),
Has opened rooms at the Kangaroo Valley Community Centre
(Ambulance Station).

Hours

Mondays 2-30 pm to 5-30 pm
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 9-30 am to 12-30 pm
and 2-3o pm to 5-30 pm
Thursdays 9-30 am to 12-30 pm
Consultations and house calls by appointment

44 652 007 and 0467 492 524
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From Views and visions
The history of Wattamolla
He was one of four brothers who all gained
fame for their longevity.
George in fact lived until he was 93 and
remained mentally alert with a keen memory
right to the end.
It was Albert Yeoman Faulks, one of George’s
sons and my grandfather, who married Emily
Kate Windley bringing these families together.
My father, Albert (Bertie) Faulks [1907-2002]
was born at Meroo Meadow in 1907 and
acquired the Woodhill property ‘Mountfield’
on Woodhill Mountain in 1930.
He married my mother, Beatrice Griffiths in
1956. I was born in 1956, a seventh generation
Australian.
Dad was a successful dairyman supplying milk
and cream to the Berry Co-Op for many years.
In the summer he encouraged the herd to seek
shelter under the coral trees on the farm.
By ensuring they were not heat stressed, they
produced more milk.
He was a member of the Berry Historical
Society and the Berry Silver Band.
Genella Barrett remembers that her family
would enjoy listening to his practicing.
The music would float across the valley.
The house where I grew up was built in 1902
and for some years was the Woodhill hospital.
My Grandfather bought the property in 1925
and rented to the Ingold family from 1926 to
1930.
My father lived there after that and I was born
there. Unfortunately the original home was
destroyed by fierce winds in 1992 and I have
rebuilt.
As I mentioned, Dad was a dairyman and as a
boy I helped with the farm chores, including
the milking, before and after school.
I had
plenty of
time to
enjoy
leisure
hours
with my
mates, the
Barrett
and
Martin
boys and to go rabbiting. There were lots of
rabbits in the 1960s and trapping was
profitable.
Dad made wire frames to hang up in the shed
for the skins and I sold the dried pelts to ‘the
rabbit trap man’, when he came around.
The meat went to Atkin’s Butchery in Berry.
Dad never owned a tractor, always ploughing
the paddocks with a bullock then a horse team
before sowing the crops to be harvested for
winter feed.
The plough marks are there to this day.
Down the escarpment from Drawing Room
Rocks there is a fertile flat piece of ground
known as the Government Farm, next to
(Continued on page 50)

Wingecaribee WIRES
Rescue number

4862 1788
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Greetings and thanks from Derek Lucas in Wollongong ANZAC Day in the Valley
Our many thanks to all our valley friends for their best wishes, cards and visits.
Derek's skin grafts have been very successful and he is now back on his feet again doing
physio and hopefully should be back in the valley very early March.
He is looking very much forward to being back home.
Thanks again
Derek and Irene

RTA update on Hampden Bridge restoration
As many would be aware the Roads and
Traffic Authority’s (RTA) plans for the
essential restoration work for Hampden
Bridge in 2011 have been finalised
following consultation with the
Kangaroo Valley community.

During the planned work there will be no
vehicular access across Hampden Bridge from 6
pm to midnight on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays, however pedestrian access will be
maintained.

The march
will
commence
from
Osborne
Park
Showground
at 10 am and proceed to the War
Memorial in the centre of the Village
for the Service, from 10 am-11 am.
The road will be closed either end of the
Valley from 9.50 am -11.10 am.

Family members of ex-servicemen who wish
to march in the parade should arrive at the
Showground at 9.30 am, where the CWA will
be serving a ‘cuppa and Anzac biscuit’ to
participants.
The RTA is now seeking information from the Anyone wishing to lay wreaths should register
community to help plan temporary transport these with the attendants at the Memorial from
The restoration work is being planned to be
9.00 am - 9.30 am.
undertaken in two blocks of time during 2011. arrangements to limit inconvenience during
They will be listed and called in order of their
The first block of work is scheduled to start on these periods.
If you anticipate needing to cross Hampden
placement adjacent to the Memorial.
9 May 2011 and will run until 24 June.
Bridge by foot when it is closed to traffic, and If possible with the weather restrictions a
The work will then break for the school
holidays and recommence on 25 July, with the need assistance with transport, please contact flyover by the RAAF has been arranged.
Osborne Park will be the venue for the postoverall program expected to be completed by 9 the RTA direct or on the website.
Your answers to the questions asked there will
Service family activities.
September 2011, weather permitting.
Drinks and ice creams for the children are
This timing provides contingency times at the help the RTA plan what type of temporary
transport arrangements, such as a shuttle bus on provided courtesy of the Bowling Club, the
end of each block and outside of school
each side of Hampden Bridge, will be put in
Lions Club serve up a delicious Sausage
holidays, should there be wet weather or
place.
Sizzle, the CWA offer tea and biscuits and the
unexpected delays.
They will also help determine where any bus
Awards for the competitions will be presented
Work will be undertaken Monday to Friday
service operates to and from, to what timetable
to the school children.
from 7 am to 5 pm, with night works on
(if appropriate) and what private vehicle parking Should you have any queries please telephone
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays until
may be required near the bridge.
me on 44 651 851.
Joan Bray
1am.

Summer Beauty Specials
Feels like Summer package The Ultimate Body Package
Just $149 (2 hours)
valued at $196 JUST $109 (complete
includes $225 Value
indulgence)

Book Ultimate Body package for:
A 1 hour body wrap treatment
Petite Facial
Max7 Light Therapy treatment
A light Mineral makeup

•
Petite Facial..... valued at $50
Neck and Shoulder massage.. valued at $28 •
•
Max7 Light Therapy treatment ..
•
valued at $55
For your body wrap choose from either:
Hand massage and express manicure…
a
Purifying
Marine Body Wrap Treatment
valued at $34
A deeply detoxifying body treatment designed to
Express Pedicure....
valued at $29

PLUS
An anti-aging eye treatment FREE
PLUS A light Mineral makeup
ABSOLUTELY FREE

combat congested, uneven and cellulite prone
skin.
Or a Hydrating Fruit Body Wrap Treatment
The treatment is with an exquisite hydration
surge drenched in exotic fruits and oils.

That’s an amazing $196 Value for just $109

Wholistic Health and Beauty
31 Bridge Road, Nowra 44212488 www.purehealth.com.au
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Leonine News
This year has certainly started badly
with the floods, cyclones and now the
earthquakes.
Lions of course will come to the party in
New Zealand and make an initial donation
which will be followed up by donations
that are made by members of the
community to their local Lions Club.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

directly to the people in need and not consumed
by administration costs. If you feel a need to
donate, it would be appreciated and receipts can
be provided as per usual arrangements.
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Another “Malcolm”

Last Sunday evening, after the Valley
show, I decided to have an early night.
On a happier note you will have read that the KV
Lions Youth of the Year contestant has won the At 11.10pm I was suddenly awoken by the
next level of competition and now moves into the scream of an automatic alarm.

Being a community minded person I arose
from my bed,changed into some clothes and
grabbed a flashlight to investigate.
I opened my front door, which accentuated the
At the most recent meeting of the club it was
slightly muted alarm.
With so many disasters this year already I can agreed to endorse the commendable actions of
I stood frozen on my verandah as I
the Tourist Association in their endeavour to
understand that many of you are probably
immediately noticed a tall, male, athletic figure
make the bridge renovation experience one that walking near the building housing the alarm.
“appealed out”.
the community can benefit from.
No matter how small every little bit helps,
He was totally naked!
remember that 100% of all donations are paid For the Pool Cover we have been looking at
This figure strode under the well-lit street
lamps towards the rear door of the building.
alternative sources of funding and negotiations
I heard further noise - as if someone attempting
are underway. It is hoped that we can report
Kangaroo Valley Post Office something to you soon. The club again catered to break into what should have been secured
premises.
for the Show and while it was busy previous
Think
I called for my wife to confirm my findings
years have been more successful.
globally
and she was immediately mesmerised my the
The Community Centre continues to be in
Transact
vision.
locally
demand.
The naked man returned again to the front door
Dr Keir has moved in and all reports so far are
Bendigo
of the building and attempted again.
that she is very thorough.
Bank
My thoughts were that he could be alcohol or
We have also found a new Massage Therapist to drug intoxicated and thought he could break in
CBA
work at the community centre.
and get money to support his habit (whatever it
NAB
Her advertisement is in the trade section of this
was).
St George issue of the Valley Voice.
I decided to phone the police to whom I told
Margherita is planning to spend Tuesdays and
the story.
IMB
Fridays in the valley and has asked that if you
When asked if he was carrying a weapon ...I
Illawarra
would like to avail yourself of her services,
paused...and replied, "not one that looked too
C.U.
please call her and make an appointment.
dangerous".
With all this activity the meeting rooms in the
Teachers
The police were to arrive as soon as possible.
C.U.
community centre will become a little harder to Another thirty-five minutes passed.
Police C.U. book.
The luminated nakedess strode between front
We have made some changes to the rooms and
and rear door a total of five times.
Visa Cr
hope that you understand the need to attract these Suddenly an unknown vehicle arrives at the
Mastercard professionals does place some pressure on the
scene and parks in the side street.
Cr
rooms.
It is not the police, who I have been wishing
Until next time.
+ 70 more
for. Conversations are exchanged with more
next heats.
This is the best that one of our contestants has
performed so far. Refer to separate story.

Stationery

Ink cartidges

Planet Ark recycling

financial
institutions

Jason Horton

services at berry:
•
physiotherapy
•
hydrotherapy
•
falls prevention
•
home visits
services at gerringong
are the same as at berry plus:
•
womens’ health/continence
•
massage therapy
•
dry needling
•
gym membership
•
psychology
•
exercise programs
•
podiatry

(Continued on page 50)

physiotherapists
mark burns
belinda henry
barbara peattie
pat moore
doug moore
alison crofts
massage therapists
laura stoertz
luke bartolomei
psychologist
janine gent
podiatrist
nathan wolhuter

for all appointments please call gerringong on

4234 4666
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VIEW Club AGM
Twenty two of us came together for our
AGM and luncheon at the Bowling
Club.
Our zone councillor Lyn Gerstenberg was
with us to present the new committee
members with their badges and ribbons.
Our new committee is
President - Margaret McLachlan
Vice-President - Carole McCallum
Secretary - Christine Short
Asst Secretary - Barbara Bloom
Treasurer - Jan Cole
Asst Treasurer and Delegate - Una Chapman
Program Officers Deb Folkard and Jan Starkey
Publicity Officer - Jeannette Dumbrell.
Lyn Gerstenberg spoke to us about a Gala
event coming up for the View Club celebrating
the 100th Anniversary of International
Women's Day.
She advised that the View Club is encouraging
members to become involved in community
activities which many of our Kangaroo Valley
members already do.
Last year Kangaroo Valley View Club was
able to donate a generous amount to the Smith
Family including the money for our Learning
For Life student.
Our President Margaret McLachlan thanked
the outgoing committee and especially thanked
Nancy Perrine and Jenelle Brangwin who were
retiring from committee duties after some
years of service. 2010 was a great year with a
mixed bunch of interesting and informative
speakers at our luncheons, get togethers and

our very successful Gala Day in October. Some
of our members managed to attend other View
Club functions outside Kangaroo Valley.
Margaret congratulated us for being such a
happy and congenial group of ladies.
One of our members Courtney Clark brought
Marilia Pereira as guest speaker to our luncheon.
She is a Neurology Specialist Nurse who spoke
to us about her role in the Shoalhaven
community as a support nurse for people who
have Parkinson's Disease and their carers.
This position is funded by the Federal
Government, business groups and a private
donor to help people with this severe and
debilitating illness stay in their homes safely and
keep out of hospital by using local resources.
She visits and assesses each person in relation to
their symptoms, medication and need for outside
help.
Marilia's talk was very informative and she was
able to answer many questions from the
audience.
We thank her for coming to speak to us.
Our next luncheon will be on Friday 11th March
at Visions at the Valley at the KV Bowling Club.

Members, guests and husband/partners are
invited to the luncheon and to hear our guest
speaker Dusty Jones (the Snake Man) who will
tell us 'all there is to know about snakes'.
He will be bringing some snakes with him and
we are sure it will be a very lively and
entertaining event.
The luncheon is at 12.45pm after our meeting
at 12 noon. Please let Jan Starkey know by 6
pm the Wednesday before if you are unable to
attend. Telephone 4465 2080 or email
jjstarkey@bigpond.com.
It is necessary for us to provide our caterer
with accurate numbers for our luncheon
otherwise our club will be charged.
For the next meeting you will also have to let
Jan know if your partner requires lunch.
We invite and welcome anyone who is
interested to attend our luncheon.
Please phone Margaret McLachlan 4465 1946
for details.
Jeannette Dumbrell Publicity Officer
Photo caption:
Lyn Gerstenberg presenting KV View Club
Committe with their badges and ribbons

Moss Vale Road (near Dan the pharmacist)
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They will grow up to shade our play area in
summer, and let the sunshine through in the cold
Kangaroo Valley winters.
Thank you every one for making our pre school
more beautiful!
The highlight of February has of course been the
Kangaroo Valley show.
The children made some
lovely easel paintings
which helped decorate the
Pre school has begun for 2011!
pavilion.
We have welcomed back old friends, made
They have been talking
new friends and have been amazed at how
about all the exciting
grown up the children starting school look
things they saw and did.
in their uniforms.
The dodgem cars, the
The parents had a big working bee before pre
jumping castle the big
school started, tidying up the playground,
bull and eating ice cream
re-staining our cubby house, and planting two
are some of the hot topics
beautiful ornamental pear trees.
of conversation around
Messy fingers
here at present!
The children have been delighting in their
favourite activities as they settle back into their
pre school days.
Cooking in the sand, jumping on the
trampoline, reading books and listening to
stories, painting, play dough and messy play.
The children have asked to put the doctor bags
and dress ups in the home corner and have been
very caring of each other, making all the “sick”
children feel well again.
The toy animals also
came out of the store
Above Susie had a baby
room so the play could
Below The tea party
extend into a veterinary
practice!
The children have also
loved acting out the
favourite rhyme “The
Lady with the Alligator
Purse”.
We all sing the song
while the children take
turns to dress up and
Haydn loves reading
play the characters.

Preschool News
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“Susie had a baby,
she called him Tiny
Tim.
She put him in the
bath tub to see if he
could swim.
He drank up all the
water, he ate up all
the soap.
He tried to eat the
bathtub but it
wouldn’t go down
his throat!
Mia riding
Susie called the
doctor, Susie called
the nurse,
Susie called the Lady with the alligator purse.
In came the Doctor, In
Came the Nurse.
In came the lady with
the Alligator purse.
“Mumps” said the
Doctor, “Measles”
said the Nurse.
“Nonsense” said the
Lady with the
Alligator purse.
“ Penicillin” said the
Doctor.
“Castor oil” said the
Nurse.
“Pizza” said the Lady
See Tia jump!
with the Alligator
purse!
Out went the Doctor, out went the nurse.
Out went the Lady with the Alligator Purse!”,

Reading with Sarah
The activities at pre school are all guided by
the new national curriculum framework ‘The
Early Years Learning Framework – Belonging,
Being, Becoming”
The vision for this curriculum framework is
that all children experience learning that is
engaging and builds success for life.
(Continued on page 13)

Alyssa the artist
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How to wash a horse
How to Wash a Horse
1. get a hose
2. get a brush
3.
get a big towel
4.
get a horse
5.
get horse shampoo and conditiona
1
2

get the horse where you want it
rub it all over with shampoo and
conditioner and then rins it firmly
(sic)

Chloe. Aged 7

I was looking at the wall above the
computer for inspiration for this
month’s column and my eye fell on a
present from our granddaughter,
Chloe, done many years ago.
Like all presents from my grandchildren
when they were younger it was handmade,
a hand-written, lovingly decorated sheet
of paper, glued to cardboard and
threaded with a ribbon from which to
hang it.
It was obviously based on the sort of exercise
she would have been doing in school, maybe it
was even done at school; practising
sequencing. She’d chosen as her subject a topic
with which she was already obsessed: horses.
She must also have observed someone else,
presumably her mother, undertaking the above
exercise, although possibly not in that same
order.
That present, now gathering dust, still hangs
on the wall, alongside a whole collection of
photos of horses with every member of the
family, but particularly with my daughters.
I started wondering: “What is it about this
obsession of young girls for horses?”
Because it is an obsession, and one rarely
shown by boys. As a child my greatest dream
was to own my own horse, although I didn’t
realize that dream until my own daughters
were growing up. Instead I had to do like most
city children and wait for our annual holiday to
the Blue Mountains or Bowral.
Having saved my pocket money for the year I
was then able to spend the whole week at the

Preschool News
We observe the interests and learning needs
of the children, then based on these
observations we programme play activities
that aim to be fun,
while also developing
skills and knowledge.
More information on
the Early Years
Learning Framework –
EYLF- can be found at,
www.deewr.gov.au/
earlychildhood/policy.
We also have hard
copies at pre school if
you are interested in
finding out more.
Tye

local riding stables, mucking out in the stables
when I wasn’t riding. I was in bliss.
Both my daughters were horse crazy, although
the obsession diminished in the older as teenage
interests took over. We were lucky enough to
have a share in a farm at Little Hartley, where all
of us finally had our own horses, and we’ve
many happy memories of following shows and
gymkhanas around the countryside, even of
sleeping in the float in the iciness of an Oberon
winter.
Even after the girls left home for university,
much to the bewilderment of many of our
friends, we found a new independence in riding,
joining with similarly aged and deserted friends
for wonderful rides through the bushland of the
Hartley Valley and Upper Blue Mountains.
We called ourselves “The Hartley Hooners” and
our favourite ride was a sometimes hair-raising
gallop up the old Berkhoffers Pass from the
Valley to Mt. Victoria.
Once out of the wilderness and into the village
we would ride sedately to the Mt. Vic. Pub, tie
up our horses in the park opposite and enjoy a
healthy lunch of pub pie and beer.
Anna’s love of horses never abated, and she kept
her old horse here with us until Shanty died of
very old age.
Chloe’s earliest memories of this place are as
a three and four year old, just sitting on
Shanty and wandering around the garden.
Along came more grandchildren, and just as
surely Ella began her obsession at a very early
age. Our little black Shetland was just the thing
for a few years, but then there appeared the
answer to every little girl’s dream, a beautiful
grey Arabian pony called Caspar.
Caspar actually belongs to our neighbour, but
over the years he has spent nearly as much time
here as he did there. A steady procession of little
girls fell in love with him, one of whom now
lives overseas and most of whom are now too tall
for him. He’s not the ideal horse, lazy, hard to
move forward, but that’s not what matters. He
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Reflections

looks so beautiful –
he could have
stepped from the
pages of any fairy
story.
Now another
neighbour’s
daughter is his
principal rider, but
not his only
admirer.
Like all these little
girls it’s not just the
riding that she
craves; it’s being in
constant close
by Jenelle Brangwin
contact with horses.
They all have the
same desires and expectations: “Why can’t we
have a horse?
He can live in the garden, even in the house!
A Shetland doesn’t eat much. It doesn’t matter
that I’m too big to ride him.”
As in my family, some of these girls in time
will outgrow this insatiable need to be with
horses, but not all of them.
Anna now runs the Volunteer programme at
Riding for the Disabled so she’s with them
every day, although she now very rarely rides.
So what causes this obsession?
Are horses simply animals that look beautiful
and can be cuddled and loved and hopefully
return that affection?
Do they provide a feeling of independence and
adventure that is otherwise missing from some
girls’ lives?
Perhaps riding a horse can give them a sense of
control they cannot yet exercise anywhere else.
Or, perhaps it is all of these.
Now it’s Show Weekend once again and I can
see dozens of young girls out there
shampooing and rinsing horses, although I
think they’re being a bit more thorough and
detailed than the above instructions dictate.
And Chloe, now in her last year at school is out
there too, still busy washing, and riding, her
horse.
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Putting a those people wanting to give up smoking, the
Government has now made it a little bit easier;
at least a little easier on the pocket. From
patch on well,
this month the first 12 weeks of a course of
patches will be available as subsidised
peer nicotine
Pharmaceutical Benefit (PBS) prescriptions.
it comes to smoking, any time is a good
pressure When
time to quit; and it’s never too late.

Peer pressure is a potent force. However, for all

Recent studies have shown that for smokers who
quit at age 50, the risk of a tobacco related death
is reduced by about two thirds; and for those who
stop before middle age the risk is little more than
for non-smokers.
Now less than 20% of the Australian adult
population smokes; and a significant proportion
of this 20% would like to join the other 80% non
One aspect of the film is very definitely true to -smokers.
life (and death). That is: the very heavy
No surprise really that many (maybe most)
smoking of King George VI. Without much
would quit if they could.
doubt this caused his lung cancer and blood
We all know the dangers of tobacco smoking.
vessel disease.
However, becoming and staying a non-smoker
He died of a heart attack on 6 February 1952.
doesn’t happen by accident.
Interestingly, a recent article in New Scientist
Smokers who plan before they quit are
magazine (18 January 2011) suggested
significantly more successful than those who
smokers who watched movie stars light up
don’t; and planning can be done quickly and
cigarettes on screen, mentally light up
easily.
themselves.
The decision to quit must be yours and yours
New research conducted at the Dartmouth
alone, but to help you plan for long term success
College in Hanover, New Hampshire,
you should enlist the support of family and
apparently confirms earlier work showing that friends.
smokers had increased cravings to smoke after Your pharmacist can also offer you valuable
they had watched movies in which actors had support. Nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) is
smoked.
also an option worth considering.

“The Kings Speech” seems headed for
Academy Award success.
Performances given by actors in the lead
roles have been universally acclaimed,
although there has been some doubt over
the historical accuracy of the story.
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These nicotine
substitutes help to
treat the withdrawal
symptoms and
cravings which can
make it so difficult
to quit.
When you do stop
smoking, your body
will most likely still
have a need for nicotine – the addictive
component of cigarettes – and this is what
creates the urge to smoke again.
By taking nicotine in a “clean form” – that is
without the dangerous carbon monoxide and
tar ingredients – the physical withdrawal
symptoms are reduced, allowing you to focus
your energies on breaking the smoking habit.
The effectiveness of NRT in aiding cessation is
well established and is supported by the
highest level of clinical evidence.
Nevertheless, some people have concerns –
unfounded concerns – about the continued use
of nicotine to help smokers quit.
The reality is using NRT to quit is always safer
than smoking.
Four NRT products are currently available in
Australia: patches, gum, inhaler and lozenges.
All these medications are now available from
pharmacies without prescription (although it’s
only the so-called Step 1 patches which are
Government subsidised); and two prescriptiononly products taken orally (bupropion and
varenicline) may also be useful for some
smokers who want to become committed
quitters.
To help you quit for good, your pharmacist can
help you choose the most appropriate product.
For more self help strategies have a look at the
fact cards titled Smoking and Staying a Nonsmoker available at all Self Care pharmacies.
Call 1 300 369 772 for the nearest location or
visit the Pharmaceutical Society website at
www.psa.org.a and click on Self Care
Pharmacy Finder.

Children’s Medical
Research Institute

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY
SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD.

PH. (02) 4465 2772

FAX (02) 4465 2773

OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9 am to 5 pm
SAT 9 am to 1 pm
For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.
NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS
Tired of misplacing your scripts.....
We can take care of your prescriptions in our filing system.
See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets and capsules in
blister packs for each time of the day, for each day of the week.

COME IN AND SAY HELLO TO JAN & DAN COLE
AT YOUR PHARMACY

This year marks the 53rd anniversary of the
KV branch of CMRI.
Over the years we have enjoyed the support of
the community at many and varied functions
and contributed valuable monies to further the
work of the Institute.
This is to conduct genetic research to advance
knowledge and subsequent treatment of
childhood disorders.
This research can be applied to adults and so
the entire population will benefit.
Today the ‘Jeans for Genes’ day in August and
the Melbourne Cup Luncheon in November
are our main important activities.
After the 2010 luncheon we were pleased to
send $2500 to CMRI.
Thanks to everyone who attended and made
this donation possible.
We are always grateful for donations from
people interested in supporting CMRI, but do
not have time to devote to the Committee or at
fund raisers.
Further information can be obtained by
contacting our Secretary, Joan Bray, telephone
44 651 851.
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Dog show highlight received rave responses
across the show from the Pony Club all
2011 show meant another dog show.
477 dogs lined up to get the opportunity to that could be seen was a sea of tents.
These dogs are bundled together into
be judged Best In Show (Great Movie).

seven groups and then by a further 14
classes.
These groups are determined by dog
type eg Terriers, and the classes are
largely by age and sex. There were
three judges, coming from Cessnock
and Launceston to pick the dog worthy
of the best in show title.
The judges commented on the diversity
and high standard of the dogs and were
particularly impressed by the standard
of the grounds and the location.
Despite a minor set back prior to the
Grand Champion Redwitch Strike Force
start of the show the
with proud owner Tabatha Buckley (above left)
judges commented that it
being awarded Best in Show.
is rare for them to have
They
include Larraine Hahlos and Annette
such a well maintained surface for
McKinley who were invaluable in making the
the dogs to be paraded on.
Dog Show office tick and keeping us all sane
One judge, Mr Paul Stevenson,
when things got frantic.
from Launceston was so
Robyn Gilmour and Barbara McKinley,
impressed that he donated his
became defacto Lions and managed the BBQ
judging fee back to the show to
at the dog ringside.
help ensure that it continues.
The accolade for this praise must Moe who has become a regular in Kangaroo
Valley when needed also showed new comer
go to Jackie who really worked
Stefan the ropes.
hard to make the grounds look
their best in the couple of months All in all it was a great day and now planning
needs to start for 2012.
before the show.
The show was supported by many The best in show came from the Utility Group
volunteers who have become dog and was an Akita.
Paul Terrett
The beautiful valley ranges a backdrop to “Doggie” tent city junkies.

The learnings from last year were considered
as a way to build on last years “first go” and it
can be reported that there were no complaints.
The day was hot but due to the new regulations
to protect dogs from the heat the show kicked
off on time at an early 8 am.
Many of the exhibitors arrived shortly after 5
am to get the best position and give their dog
the best chance at success.
In fact there were more than 100 different
types of dogs on show. When you looked

Presenting some new paintings from our artists

Shining light—Acrylic by Brett Lardner

Above:
Katherine
Gorge—Acrylic
by Yvette
Bottom left: Old
Timer Kangaroo
Valley by Yvette

Boab trees—Oil on canvas Larraine Hahlos

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley

Right:
Rusty Bailer,
Acrylic
Greg Liersch

149 Moss Vale Road

Open 10 am till 4 pm each day. thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 44 651 621
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Letter from Australia
Early impressions of a Ten Pound
Pom continue with his second
letter to England,
dated July1971,
of which this is the first extract.

Winter. Almost mid-winter, in fact, as
it officially began on the 1st June.
However, it’s very hard to believe at the
moment, sitting out on my sun-drenched
balcony.
The only clue lies in two almost leafless trees:
all the others are evergreen, as is typical of the
local flora.
From my balcony I have a splendid view of the
City, extending to half the Bridge – though not,
alas, to a glimpse of the Harbour.
The tall (or “highrise”, as they are called here)
buildings of the City look very beautiful from
this distance, particularly as night falls, against
a backdrop of orange, green and navy: this
colour scheme occurs nightly, but only for a
very short time, as twilight is virtually nonexistent here.
To see the amount of redevelopment in
Sydney, one could be excused for thinking that
the city had recently been the victim of a blitz;
whilst, in my opinion, the majority of the new
buildings going up are an improvement on
those coming down, it is alarming how many
amenities seem to be disappearing in the
process.
Two recent examples have served to draw
attention – rather belatedly – to this trend: the
closure of the Australia, an old-fashioned but
grand hotel still much visited by country folk
on their excursions to Town, has left only two
good hotels in the City – a ridiculous situation
for a major tourist attraction with a population
of over 2½ million; even worse, the closure of
the St. James Theatre, also to make way for a
highrise development, has left only one theatre
of a commercial size in the City – and even
that was under the developers’ axe until the
City Council came to its senses at the eleventh
hour by refusing to grant planning permission
for any scheme which did not include a theatre.
Amazingly, by reappearing in suburban and
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“back street”
theatres, the
Theatre
manages to
keep its head
above water.
Music fares
rather better
in Sydney:
the Sydney
Symphony
Orchestra has
to play in the
Town Hall,
which
acoustically
leaves much
to be desired,
but it
maintains a
standard
equal to many English orchestras, and would
doubtless achieve an even higher standard if its
vast number of concerts left it a little more time
to rehearse; the Australian Opera performs six
different operas in each Sydney season, and the
Australian Ballet three different programmes, in
a remote suburban theatre; but the legendary
Opera House is due to open in March 1973, and
the opera company at least (I have yet to see the
ballet) has proved itself ready for the move.
It is unfortunate that this very considerable
progress, which shatters the popular
misconception of Australian Culture, has not
yet extended to the field of television: the
proportion of Australian content in
programmes is abysmally low, and almost non
-existent in the three commercial channels;
the ABC is a little better, but even so the best
programmes screened on its channel are
mostly imported from the BBC.
At least there has been a very significant
improvement on the Press scene: as if in answer
to my complaint in Newsletter No. 1, there
appeared in February “The Sunday Australian”,
the first quality Sunday paper in Australia, which
has so far maintained an exceptionally high
standard.
My sixth week in Australia saw an end to my
resolve to save money by not buying a car.
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I had reasoned that, never having had a car in
Sydney, I would not miss one; my reasoning
failed to take account of public transport here,
which is adequate for rush-hour commuting to
and from the City (a distance of only two miles
from Paddo), but totally useless for any more
ambitious travelling.
My Mazda 1300 (it is Japanese, but the only
cheap thing about it is its price – and even that
is cheap only by Australian standards) not only
reduced the journey to the nearest beach
(Bondi) from half an hour to 7 or 8 minutes,
but also brought all the other 25 of Sydney’s
ocean beaches – not to mention two national
parks – within an hour’s drive.
I hope my first film, which has now arrived
in England, will add substance to my
opinion that Sydney must be the most
beautifully situated city in the world.
Anyway, the weather was so perfect
throughout the autumn that the lure of the
beaches prevented my using the car to travel
any further afield until the Queen’s Birthday,
in mid-June, which is one of several public
holidays peculiar to Australia (to all States,
that is, except Western Australia, which has
Foundation Day instead).
It is typical of the many manifestations of the
monarchy here which are not shared by the
Mother Country: to take just two other
examples, when I was admitted as a Solicitor
of the Supreme Court of NSW, I had to swear
an oath of allegiance to the Queen – an act I
had never been called on to perform in
England; and not only do the streets of Sydney
sport innumerably more Union Jacks than are
to be seen in London, but Government House,
although now housing an Australian, flies
ONLY a Union Jack…
To return from that digression to the Queen’s
Birthday, I ventured for the long weekend to
the Blue Mountains (so called, as I should
explain since they are not featured in my first
film, because they look blue), a different world
only 70 miles from Sydney, containing a stark
and rugged beauty completely unlike
any to be found in Europe.
The mountain air was stimulating even to a
hardened beach-lazer, and two days’ bushwalking left me fitter than two weeks’ ski-ing
ever had.
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Snakes alive
Snakes have had very bad press since
Eve took that apple.
I remember talking to my old comrade,
Unfortunate O'Day, about the
ramifications of Eve taking the apple.
He is a wise man. Not alone does he have
great insight, but his outsight is not bad
either. "where would be be," I asked
reflectively, "if Eve had refused the apple?"
He answered
without
hesitation:"In the
garden of Eden
sucking on an
orange."
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between them and the snakes is,THE SNAKES
ARE FATTER.
Both, however, models and snakes have the
seemingly unseeing eyes of a statue, a face like
an unblemished roof tile and in the case of the
model,a mouth that hasn't moved since they went
on a diet.
At least the snake will stick its tongue out at you.

It’s a
man’s
world

Ireland is a snake free country, apart from the
odd politician and banker.
You could possibly throw the odd lawyer into the
pit and he wouldn't be out of place.

some singing and dancing and eating of meat,
drinking and smoking and all the other
enjoyments you have abstained from.
Thank you St. Patrick, the safety valve of Irish
sanity.

It was the arrival of
the venerable St.
Patrick that, according
to legend, doomed the
Irish snake to exile.
For those of you who
are not aware of it, the
Robert of the
good Saint's day will
sleeping fish was
be upon us of the 17th
bitten by a snake
of this month.
on the ankle.
What a decent, loving
"which one?"
saint he was to the
I enquired. "I
Irish. His feast day
don't know,"said
comes in the middle of
he,"to me all
Lent. (that is the Christian Ramadam)Lent was a
snakes look the same."
time of sacrifice and denial.
That is not true. Robert being bitten by the
You could well give up the pleasures of life for
snake is true, but that all snakes look alike is
forty days. No drinking, smoking, dancing, the
not true.
Snakes come in more colours than you'd see at eating of meat and any other enjoyable activity
you can think of.
a Chinese New Year parade.
But then, right in the middle of Lent, when life
They have more designs than you'd find at a
was becoming rather intolerable, the good Saint's
fashion parade.
feast day comes.
I must say, when you see some of the models
Now, I ask you, what good is a feast day without
at the fashion shows, the only difference

Volunteers hopped and bopped
(Continued from page 7)

date!
A collection of favourite songs from “Milford Sounds” by Paul
Smith will be ON SALE from the beginning of March at the
Pioneer Museum Park Office on our opening days.
Entitled “Dare To Dream”, the CD will sell for $20 a copy, with
ALL money raised going to the Queensland Flood Relief Fund.
As there are a limited number of copies available we suggest you
get your copy as soon as possible.
Paul Smith was a founding member of the fabulous Milford
Sound Singers who in their halcyon days regularly played many
of Australia’s finest venues and were support band for touring
artists including The Pointer Sisters and John Farnham.
Milford Sound’s band comprised of talented musicians Tim
Partridge, John Watto, Mark Punch, Victor Rounds and Kimmi
Tupae.
After winning the talent quest on a recent P&O cruise Paul
engaged Director and Producer Des Gibson to make this studio
album. Paul Smith’s debut album has been a long time coming
but it has finally arrived.
In this album Paul applies his own distinctive “soulful vocals” to
a collection of songs that had a profound influence on him as a
10 year old child growing up on a dairy farm in the north of New
Zealand.
Sam Cook, Otis Reading, Chuck Berry, Elvis and in later years,
Luther Van Dross and Pauls favourite singer Bobby Darren are
just a few of his heroes.
This CD is Paul Smiths tribute to his heroes and these timeless
songs. Enjoy!!
This photo shows Marjorie Wilkie who donated the material and
gave her time to make a new Convict Uniform.
Win Grant spent many hours hand inking the designs onto the

How St. Patrick got rid of the snakes has never
been explained. What can you do to get a
snake's attention.
I can understand if St. Patrick got rid of cats.
He could travel about going "here puss, here
puss, puss, puss!" Even chickens will come to
"chuck, chuck, chuck".
But snakes! All I can think of is that he had an
army of Indian and Egyptian flute players
wandering around the country side.
I have never been a fan of snakes.
They look at you with unblinking eyes and a
supercilious look that suggests it knows
something you don't.
I think twice before picking up a garden
hose. I have been known to break out in a
sweat at the sight of a large cucumber. No,
snakes are not,my favourite. I can hardly
touch the jelly snakes you get in the lolly shop.
To get rid of all the snakes in Australia, I
suggest the entire population dress up as St.
Patrick or learn to play the flute.

costume.
So-o-o, uniform
for convict
number 7194, has
been hung in it’s
correct display
position again.
Elaine Apperley
Photograph right
Majorie Wilkie
(left) and Win
Grant with the
finished uniform

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride
Tel: (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane
Barrengarry
NSW 2577
Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com

High country mountain ride
Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest
& mountains of
Kangaroo Valley
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Valley concert for visiting priest, superbly overcame stifling conditions
On perhaps the hottest afternoon this
summer, February 5, the Berry Choir
(pictured right, of which more than
50% of the choristers were from
Kangaroo Valley), was first on stage at
the farewell concert for East Timorese
priest Padre David.
Carlos Alvarado conducted the choir,
which presented five beautiful songs,
accompanied by Bethany Morris on
keyboard.
Another purpose for the free concert was to
thank the community for its support of the
Kangaroo Valley Remexio Partnership
(KVRP) during the past eleven years.
Emma Baker (pictured below) was among the
solo performers, delighting the audience with
her rendition of "Hallelujah".
Another talented Valley teenager, Samantha
Warren, melted hearts with her sweet singing
of "Getting to Know You".
At the end of the concert, Terry Hennessy
presented Padre David with a dulcimer he had
hand-crafted for him, earlier lessons having
demonstrated the Padre's aptitude for the
instrument.

Valley Guide to
eating out
Australian Bistro

Visions at the Valley
44 652 820

Mediterranean

Café Bella

44 651 660
Thai

Jing Jo

44 651 314
A taste for all palates

During his visit of four weeks, Padre David
greatly impressed those who met him with his
intelligence, insight, humility and humanity.
The visit has cemented ties between our two
communities and inspired KVRP members with
many ideas for future projects.
Libby Turnock

We welcome contributions
from our readers.
on all manner
of subjects to
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Jack’s Coffee House
and Eatery
44 652 796

Modern Australian cuisine
The Woolshed Restaurant
Open Friday and Saturday
from 6:30pm

4465 0200

Value—service and
good choice it’s all here in
Kangaroo Valley.
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Hi,
I am the Volunteer Co-ordinator for Arts in the
Valley 2011.
I have been a volunteer for the past two
festivals, and have thoroughly enjoyed
the experience - you meet lots of locals and
very friendly faces.
There is always work to do, regardless of
whether it is a delivery during the week before
or helping us on the day.
If you wish to join the happy band would you
please contact me by phone or email, or
complete and send in the volunteer form on
this page.
We would love to have your assistance.

Lee Sharam
4465 1756
leesharam@bigpond.com
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VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED
Please complete the form below,
cut it out and mail to
Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival
PO Box 6114,
Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577,
email to Lee Sharam on
leesharam@bigpond.com
or phone her on 4465 1756.

I would like to volunteer for
Arts in the Valley 2011 (6-8
May)
Name: ……………………………….
Phone: ……………………………….
Email: ………………………………...
My preference to help the
festival is as follows
[Please tick one or more]:
During the week
before the festival
Deliveries
Parking attendant
Sculpture garden
Local produce stand
Friday night concert
Saturday morning
concert
Saturday afternoon
concert
Saturday evening
concert
Sunday morning
Hausmusik
Sunday lunchtime
“Talking Heads”
Sunday afternoon
Hausmusik
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Singing class hit the right notes
When I went to the music lesson, I was so
excited and a few of my friends were there.
The teacher, Nina, taught us some basic
breathing lessons, which helps your singing
voice a lot when you’re on stage.
Nina showed us how to project our voice and
how to sing high. We also did some fun, little
exercises. I think it was totally worth while! It
was great fun, and I definitely learnt a lot.
I’ll definitely come again next time!!!
Lauren Barnes
FYRE received some funding for its
performing arts programs from Shoalhaven
City Council this year, and in particular, we
wanted to run something over the school
holidays when people have more time to do
something different.
We were keen on voice development both from
a drama perspective and because so many of
our youth have identified a strong interest in
singing. With so many local youth entering the
Talent Quest at the Show and our other events,
we felt it was definitely time to run a singing
workshop!
The voice workshops were presented in
January by Nina Morrison, who is a talented
jazz singer in her own right, touring
internationally with the likes of James
Morrison.
She is also an accredited teacher of many
years, particularly with HSC students and
aspiring soloists.
Nina has also directed several choirs.
After some difficulty in finding a suitable time,
we were very pleased to finally manage to

book Nina to come into
the valley to conduct a
voice workshop.
Consequently, the
workshop was arranged
at short notice to take
advantage of the
opportunity, and our
publicity was limited to
those already on our
database.
We took a flexible approach to gauge interest
and run classes for different age groups
dependant on numbers.
We tried to keep costs to a minimum and Fyre
subsidized the children and Youth that attended,
so they paid only $12 for their two hour
workshop! The adults were a still reasonable $22
for their two hours. Good value!
Voice classes ran for the younger (8-12 years)
class from 9-11am and some time was left open
for people to book 30 minute private lessons
afterwards before Nina ran an adult/youth
combined workshop in the afternoon, also with
time allowed afterwards for private tuition
sessions which were fully booked until 6.30 pm.
This format worked really well, and everyone
was so engaged that the only problem was that
people didn’t have quite enough time to cover all
that they wanted (both Nina and our
participants). It was an encouraging start and
another workshop day is planned for the July
school holidays. It will have a similar format
with more emphasis on some pre-chosen songs
that will be emailed out to all participants ahead

of the workshop so they can get familiar with
them before working on them in the class.
Groupings and cost will again be dependant on
numbers attending in each age group.
It is also hoped that at the end of the day/
evening there will be a short concert for those
who would like to perform a song to an
audience, perhaps one that they have worked
on in their private lesson or have prepared at
home. As it may again work out that the details
will be arranged at short notice, if you are
interested in singing workshops in the Valley,
please register your interest at
fyreinvalley@gmail.com or email Karen
Harrison on hawkfire@westnet.com.au and
we will contact you when we have a set date
and have preliminary details.
We are extremely grateful to Council for its
support to underwrite this event and to Nowra
Youth Centre for auspicing the youth program.
It was at a reasonable cost for families and
young people and it was great to be able to
access it locally with friends.
Karen Harrison and Kerrie McLeod
For FYRE.
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Lots happening at Kangaroo Valley School
Visit from Padre David
of East Timor

The K.V. Show

The 18th and 19th of February was a
Excerpts from Year 6 students weekend of fun. The KV Show rides and
games are just the beginning of how
Last Friday we were honoured to
welcome Padre David from East Timor much fun the locals had.
to our classroom to talk to us about his In the pavilion all the walls and shelves
were full of art, photography and cooking.
country.
All the creativity was overwhelming.
We learned a whole bucketful of facts
The pet show was full of surprises and the dog
about East Timor.
I found it interesting that the Eastern side of
Timor is independent and the western side is
owned by the Indonesians.
I wonder why that is.
I found it fascinating that there are only two
seasons: the wet season and the dry season.
Due to climate change, poor East Timor have
had two years of wet season.
I would love to live in a hot place but I would
not like to have it raining all the time.
I think the East Timorese are very resourceful
because they make their houses out of bamboo
and thatched grass.
They can build a house as quickly as two to
three weeks or it may take a couple of
months depending on how many people are
in the family.
I was fascinated that there are six days of
school and two different sessions a day.
Some students have to walk two hours to get
to school six days a week, forward and back.
Most kids in East Timor must be
professional power walkers.
People in East Timor grow or catch their
own food which consists of fish, rice,
vegetables and fruit.
Did you know that in East Timor they have
seven different types of bananas? Wow.
They go to a well to drink. So overall, people
in East Timor are very resourceful and live
sustainably.
We are so lucky to have fresh food and water.
Padre David told us that people ride horses
instead of cars.
I wish that we rode horses so that we didn’t
have pollution.
Some day I would love to visit East Timor.

kindergartens this year.
Mrs Sutton is very lucky.
Year 6 is also very lucky as well because on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday we listen
to them read their readers. Following this, we
read a library book that they have chosen.
They are all going to be great readers.
By Olivia M, Lily and Oliver.

The Leaders Assembly

On the 16th of February 2011, we had
show had some hilarious moments (and some
the leaders’ assembly.
hilarious looking dogs).
All the new year sixes wore their best
The talent quest was amazing.
We could definitely see some talent in all the
competitions. In the junior section Jemima and
Erin took 1st place. The car wash troop came 2nd
and the magnificent James Paterson came 3rd
with his rhythmic dancing.
In the 13 - 18s Jennifer came 1st, Jesse came
second and Samantha came 3rd. In the adult
section Mardi and Karen brought down the house
with a fantastic 1st place.
The whole weekend was a fabulous time.

Aussie
rules clinic
On Wednesday
the 16th of
February, two
men called John
and Greg came
to the school and
taught us how to
play Touch Footy aka Aussie Rules.
Firstly, we were taught how to handball and
not to pass.
After that, we learned how to kick pass.
Finally, we played a game of Aussie Rules.
John and Greg were great fun!
Dion from Glenmack is starting an Aussie Rules
clinic, so if any kids want to play Aussie Rules,
now is a good chance!!!!
By Oliver, Lily and Olivia

New Kindies
We have a lovely bunch of 13 new

uniforms.
The parents filled the room with cameras. It
was nerve racking standing in front of the
whole school and saying the best part of our
speeches. It was pretty scary.
We all have to wear the badges and represent
the school with pride.
By Lily, Olivia M and Oliver

Small schools’ swimming
carnival
On Monday the 13th of February we
had the SISST.
K.V.P.S did an AWESOME job!
Terara, Shoalhaven Heads, Greenwell Point,
Falls Creek and Nowra Hill did pretty well but
personally, I think we beat them all.
We are so proud
of all the KVPS
children who
participated with
great spirit and
enthusiasm.
Everyone cheered for each other and had a
great time.
We did have amazing results with a number of
our children receiving awards :
Junior Boy Champion – Zinzan Still
Junior Girl Champion Runner –up –
Tessa Good
11 Years Boys Champion – Jack Kenny
Senior Boys Champion –
Jaxon Boyle and Josh Styles (tied)
Senior Girls champion – Jemima Paterson
Senior Girl Champion Runner –up –
Savannah Still
By Oliver, Olivia and Lily

Arts in the Valley
May
6 to 9
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The group is led by Katrina Thomas and Andrew
Paterson.
This month we’ve been continuing to look at the
book of James in the New Testament.
Jesus says to “love the Lord your God with all
your heart, all your soul, all your mind, and all
your strength’ and ‘love your neighbor as
yourself'.
The book of James shows us how to love one
another in practice with our speech, our money
and through our obedience to God.
We’ve been very encouraged to see how God has
been changing lives in the Valley.
It’s been fantastic to hear how some people in
the area have become followers of Jesus in the
last month.
We have been asking God in our services to
change people’s hearts in the Valley so that they
accept Christ as their Lord and Saviour.

Our church ran Harvest FoodFEST on Sunday
February 27.
We asked people from church and the
community to bring some of the produce and
flowers from their backyards and farms to sell.
With the proceeds we were able to provide
some relief money to our sister Anglican
church in Tully, Queensland, to help them get
back on track.
Thanks to all who provided things to sell.
Finally - Camille and Mick Delmenico and
Andrew and Cecily Paterson would like to
invite you all to come to the 10 am service on
Sunday March 13 in the church hall at rear for
the dedication and baptism of Nina Delmenico
and Corinne Paterson!
Grace and peace,

However on our site this tree is incredibly
dangerous.
Dear Sir,
Every two to three years Bunya trees produce
large cones that weigh 5.5-6 kilograms each,
Children, tourists at risk of death
each bigger than an adult’s head, which then fall
in our community
to the ground below.
In the past, we have had two incidents of
I’d like to bring to the attention of the
property damage from these cones.
community a pressing safety concern at The
We are worried that in the future, there will be
Church of the Good Shepherd.
death.
In the middle of our church site is a Bunya
During the week we can have up to 200 people
Pine tree.
on site including a parents with toddlers group,
The tree is not native to Kangaroo Valley but
two youth groups, our two Sunday services and
was planted around the middle of the 20th
of course weddings and funerals.
century.
In May this year we will be hosting a KV Arts in
Bunyas are certainly beautiful trees when
planted at the back of paddocks and fields, and the Valley event where hundreds of people are
expected to attend.
have a lovely silhouette shape.

We also
provide a
venue for the
Folk Festival
and Carols in
the Valley
each year.
I live
underneath
this tree with
my family
and four
children,
Corinne next to a bunya cone
including my
six month old daughter Corinne.

Human interest stories,
news and happenings
from our
Kangaroo Valley churches

The Church of the Good Shepherd
If you have teenagers in your
household, they are invited to come to
our new Kangaroo Valley high school
youth group!
It is now up and running every Friday
night in term time from 6 pm to 8 pm in
our church hall.
We’ll have fun activities, supper and
conversation together working out what it
looks like to trust God in 21st century culture.

Letters to the Editor (continued)

Andrew Paterson

(Continued on page 25)
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Local chefs go crazy for mushrooms
‘’I married Gerald for his Creme Brullée –that
should tell you something of his cooking passion
and experience.’’
ClubsNSW CEO Anthony Ball said Gerald and
Brea’s hearty menu is a testament to just how
creative chefs in the club industry are.
‘’Gerald and Brea’s dishes epitomise the very
Visions at The Valley chefs Gerald Poelzl and nature of a club culinary experience; creative and
Brea Loxton impressed pre-selectors of the
delicious - I wish them well in the final stages, as
2011 Chefs Table Award with their popular
the other 11 finalists are also hot competition.’’
three course menu.
During March and April, a three-person judging
In a competition first, the menu was required to team will observe each finalist pair as they
feature mushrooms as a secret ingredient in at prepare their designed menu.
least one course.
They will be graded on meal quality, dish
The innovative duo make up one of 12 chef
originality and their ability to work smoothly in
pairs in the 2011 final and used their secret
the kitchen.
ingredient as part of the entree, serving it up in Winners will be announced at the ClubsNSW
form of a Potato Galette with Sautéed Porcini Awards for Excellence dinner in May.
and Wood Mushrooms.
Kangaroo Valley Bowling and Recreation
Chefs working in ClubsNSW’s 1400 clubs are Club’s Three Course Menu:
eligible to win the Chefs Table Award that is
Potato Galette with Sautéed Porcini and Wood
now in its seventh year.
Mushrooms, Sautéed Baby Spinach
The competition requires chefs work together
to prepare a three-course meal for 24 guests
without spending more than $18 (excluding
GST) per person as a food cost price.
Club restaurant manager Nicole Poelzl said her
chef husband Gerald, and apprentice Brea,
hope the fact they are finalists for the first time
will promote the ‘’little’’ club in a township of
nearly 1,100 residents.
‘’If Gerald’s pork belly isn’t on the menu,
regulars get very disappointed as they
absolutely love it,’’ she said.

With a little help from the humble
mushroom, two local chefs from
Kangaroo Valley Bowling and
Recreation Club are on course as a
finalist in a state top chef award of a
major culinary competition.

Letters to the Editor (continued)
(Continued from page 24)

One cone fell a few weeks ago less than a
metre from our front door, just before we
walked out to pick up the kids from school!
Our Bunya tree has unpredictably produced
cones every year for the last three years.
As they fall, they springboard off the flexible
branches and are catapulted up to 12 metres
from the base of the tree.
We have put a safety barrier up, but because of
the unpredictability of when and where these
deadly cones land, the safety measures we
have taken are virtually useless.
A barrier up all year would also mean that half
our site is unusable and tourists who look at the
historic graves at the back of the property are
not able to do so without putting themselves in
danger.
As the minister of the church, I, along with the
three church wardens, am directly responsible
for Occupational Health and Safety on our site.
We have had quotes to de-cone the tree.
This would cost about $750 this year, but will
increase in price as the tree grows.
However neither of the companies that quoted
can guarantee us that they will not miss any
cones or that cones will grow and fall in the
period in between annual deconing.
We are well aware that the tree, and the entire
church site, has heritage value.
The church is constantly working to improve
and beautify our buildings and grounds for the
benefit of our community.
(Continued on page 28)

Gerald and Brea: into the finals!!
and Gruyere Cheese.
Double Roasted Pork Belly with Roasted
Butternut Pumpkin Purée, Beetroot, Cabbage
and Chestnut Roulade and Caraway and
Garlic Jus.
Creme Brullée with Rhubarb and Strawberry
Compote.
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“Fresh from the Paddock”
If we were happy to buy fruit and vegetables that
had blemishes, producers would be happy to sell
you a product that had not been sprayed with
pesticides. It would mean their cost of production
would decrease dramatically.
However, without the use of pesticides,
producers run the risk of having crops infested
with various insects and weeds, affecting both
the quantity and quality of the product.
I have also seen how last years wet weather
This then translates back to either discounts for
created many problems for those who are
their product or an unsaleable product.
trying to keep fruit and vegetable crops free of I recently attended a conference in the USA and
pests, so they may have more saleable product. one of the topics was “Feeding the Global
When we walk into the fruit and vegetable
Population.”
section of the supermarket, how many times do This seems to be a recurring theme at the
we pick up the fruit and look for spots or
moment and really leads to some thinking. We
blemishes and then pick the fruit that has
have nearly 7 billion people in the world now
none?
and this will increase to 8 billion by 2030.
Does it change the flavour? Not really, but we The greatest opportunity for increased food
seem to have an ingrained perception that
production is in the Americas and Oceania,
blemishes equal poor quality.
which means Australia has a great opportunity to
Producers are using pesticides, it is a well
boost production and feed this growing
known fact, but many of us never really stop to population.
wonder why they use them.
What we often do not think about is the amount
Yes, it is to keep out the insects, but it is also
of food we currently dispose of due to consumers
to ensure that they have a consistent and
simply being worried about a few black spots on
saleable product that we, the consumer, will
a product.
want to purchase.

Pesticides and
Blemishes - they
really go hand-inhand.
I have lived in Far North Queensland for
a year now and have watched the various
crops being sown, managed and then
harvested.

Page 28

If we really want to be serious about
feeding the world, we need to think about
what we are doing to our producers at
home.
It is completely acceptable to want quality,
but in food production it is hard to get
uniformity, and I believe we confuse the
two.
It is all in our perception of the product.
For example, in Australia it seems we prefer
eggs with brown shells, whereas in Europe,
they prefer eggs with white shells.
There are no differences in the way the eggs
taste, it is simply a perception that we have
created in Australia that for an egg to taste
good it must have a brown shell. It is the
same for fruit.
While it may have a few blemishes on the
surface, that doesn’t necessarily translate to
a poor quality product on the inside.
I have mentioned before that producers
rarely engage in a management practice that
is not dedicated to ensuring the quality of
the end product to meet consumers’ needs.
This is the same for pesticide useproducers would prefer to not use them but,
as we demand a high quality and consistent
product, they often have no choice if they
wish to remain profitable in the long run.
Kiri Broad

The Editor

Interestingly it failed to highlight that of the
$16,000 grant to the showground, $10,000 was
(Continued from page 25)
Credit where it is due
a loan that incurs interest at a near market rate.
We have other beautiful trees and have also
Certainly claim credit when you are responsible
I read in the recent electioneering literature that
recently planted a substitute tree with native
but not at the expense of the people in this
$1 million was recently obtained for a major
significance to the Valley.
community who have fought for these
upgrade of Bendeela Camping Ground.
We would appreciate parents and people
improvements.
Since no community consultation was had, do we
concerned about the safety of the many
Jason Horton
children, adults and tourists who enjoy our site need to wait until the upgrade is over before we
to write to the Mayor in the next few weeks to find out what is being done or do we assume that The Editor
it is just a stocking filler (on the list) of things
voice agreement with our deep concerns for
that we have to be thankful for?
public safety.
On closer inspection many of the deliverables on Setting things straight
Yours faithfully,
the list are not the doing of the local member but
I am writing with reference to a letter written
Andrew Paterson rather community activity.
by Barbara Woodney on the 18th of February
2011 in her role as President of the Kangaroo
Valley Community Association .
The letter, to Shoalhaven City Council, re a
proposed subdivision in Barrengarry, states
the following as a reason for objection .
“ principals of Oakleigh Properties Propriety
Ltd have informed various members of the
JOHN MCKINLEY
community on several occasions that the
* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
KANGAROO VALLEY
intention is to seek a multiple housing
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
MOBILE - 0428 610 508
subdivision on Lot 71 “ .
To clarify for the community, the proposed
*
LAWN
MOWING
A.H. - 4465 1181
subdivision is a requested division of a larger
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
FAX - 4465 1904
farm to two farm lots.
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
At no stage has it been our intention to create
anything other than two separate land holdings
* TRENCHING
and any suggestion that we have considered a
* POST HOLE BORING
multiple subdivision on this land is a nothing
* SOIL LEVELLING
other than a complete fabrication .
I have written to the KVCA requesting they
* POLY PIPE LAYING
withdraw this unfounded objection .
* ROTARY HOEING
Yours Sincerely
* STUMP GRINDING
David Cochrane

Letters to the Editor (continued)

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING

* ANGLE BLADE
* RUBBISH REMOVAL
DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS

For Valley Voice
advertising please phone
44 651 621
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People power

from the time of conception
when the genetic basis for
our biological future is
By making things happen
determined.
they are making a difference
Unless otherwise specified,
all donations to the CMRI
Regular readers of
are not spent but invested
the Voice will be
in perpetuity into the
familiar with the list
of community groups CMRI’s capital fund, and
the interest from those
on the back page of
investments is used to
each issue. There
are no less than 42 of support the research
programs.
them - a remarkable
One in every 20 children
number for a
suffer from some kind of
community as small as ours. Yet how many
congenital abnormality or
valley residents know much about any of the
chronic disease. The
Peter Sculthorpe and David Pereira at Barrengarry House 2009
groups in which they are not personally
scientists at CMRI are
involved? In an attempt to inform readers of
Goldner String Quartet and The Song
determined to find out why, so all children can
who does what, and why, in this new series
Company. And each festival includes two
have a healthy beginning.
Tony Barnett will focus on two community
signature events: for music, a series of concerts
Recent
fundraisers
have
included
supporting
groups in each issue of the Voice.
in private houses; and for visual arts, a garden
Jeans for Genes, a car boot sale, the sale of
This first article features one of the oldest of
sculpture exhibition in one of the valley’s
Christmas Cards, and of course the Annual
them, and one of the newest.
finest gardens. Other concerts and exhibitions
Melbourne Cup “Chicken and Champagne”
have been held in venues as varied as
Luncheon. The 2010 luncheon was again a
CHILDREN’S MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Kangaroo Valley Golf & Country Resort,
wonderful success, and members of the Institute
In 1958 authority was given to a small band of attended and spoke about the latest discoveries Kangaroo Valley Hall, churches and
restaurants.
Kangaroo Valley residents to form the first
made at the Institute.
Auxiliary to raise funds for the Children’s
The Auxiliary meets one morning every second The inaugural President of KVAF was
Medical Research Foundation.
Elizabeth George, who was the driving force
month, and anybody who is willing to help in
The inaugural committee included Mr & Mrs
this very worthy cause is welcome to attend. If behind the first two festivals. The current
O.B. Brown, Cyril Dent, Cecil Stacey, Mrs M.
you prefer not to attend meetings, please contact executive officers are John Wright, President
Wright, Mrs A. Napier, Miss D. Chittick, Mr &
us and we will arrange to keep you informed of and Treasurer, Kathy Harrington, Vice
Mrs T. Rendell and Mr. A.Good.
President, Tony Barnett, Secretary, and of
any fund-raising activity.
course Belinda Webster, Artistic Director.
For further information about the work of
CMRI, please contact one of the current office They are supported by ten teams, comprising a
bearers:
score of members, each responsible for an area
President Mr George Howe 4465 1248
such as administration, sponsorship, grants,
Secretary Mrs. Joan Bray 4465 1851
marketing, publicity, graphic design and
Treasurer Mrs. Joan Good 4465 1166
production. In addition, each festival would

KANGAROO VALLEY ARTS FESTIVAL

Isabella Butler and George Howe
The Auxiliary is now into its 53rd year of
continuous fundraising, and Isabella Butler,
who provided the information for this article,
has been a member for almost half that time.
Children’s Medical Research Institute is an
independent research centre which focuses
exclusively on fundamental research into
human development. This involves the study
of the progressive changes in our body cells

This feature is sponsored by
The Friendly Inn, Moss Vale Road
Kangaroo Valley.
Since 1892 The Friendly Inn has been a
supporter of the valley in many different
and valuable ways as a venue for
meetings, dining, gaming, functions,
concerts, films and events.
We plan to continue that history of
involvement and lift our contribution
through new facilities, entertainment
and expanded catering services.

Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival Inc. (KVAF)
realised a long-held dream of Belinda Webster,
its Artistic Director. It was formed in 2005, with
the principal objective to bring classical and fine
contemporary music and visual arts to Kangaroo
Valley. To that end it has held two three-day
festivals, Arts in the Valley, in 2007 and 2009,
with occasional single concerts between the
festivals.
The festivals and concerts have featured several
of Australia’s leading musicians, including
soprano Yvonne Kenny, guitarist Slava
Grigoryan, pianists Ian Munro, Geoffrey Tozer,
Gerard Willems and Geoffrey Lancaster, cellist
David Pereira, harpist Alice Giles, violist Brett
Dean, didgeridoo player William Barton, the

not be possible without the help of over 100
volunteers during the days before, during and
after the event itself.
Members of KVAF receive a number of
benefits, including priority booking rights and
reduced ticket prices. Membership costs $20
until 30 June 2011, and then $35 for two years.
The third festival, Arts in the Valley 2011, will
be held on 6-8 May this year. If you have not
already received a brochure, you can download
it from the KVAF website,
www.artsinthevalley.net.au, or obtain a hard
copy by phoning 0438 631 351. Further
information about KVAF, including how to
become a member, volunteer or supporter, can
also be obtained on-line or by phone.
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My homing thoughts
A Springtime
out of Time
Spring.
It never fails to
excite, does it?
When I think of
spring I think of
new life and the
banishment of cold.
I love it. That said, I
treat the season
with a different
mode of
appreciation now
that I am a grown
man living in the
northern US, as
opposed to the kid I was, banging up and
down Australia’s east coast.
I mean, I was twenty-one when I left
Australia. Twenty-one is not an age oft
prized for its depth and range of
introspection. And as for the weather: it’s
consistently colder here in Western New
York than anywhere in Australia. My idea of
normal has adapted to the extent that I ran
6.5 miles this morning in 22 degrees F and it
felt, uh, normal.
But it is a cold, wintertime normal we’re in
now, so I’m more than moderately happy
that spring is finally coming. If adapting to a
new normal of spring means regular
sunshine, getting outside in the yard with my
wife and kids (Isobel and I are growing
heirloom tomatoes this year), and running in
shorts and t-shirt again (instead of four
layers), then I’m your man.
My friend Allen James was a “track-brat” in
his native Seattle and as an Olympic-level
race walker he has spent more than enough
time out of doors watching the seasons ebb
and flow to not have an eye out for the first
signs of spring.
We’re in the same athletic club, though I will
admit that his walking is a good deal faster

burst of pale yellow in a garden beside the path.
They were the first crocuses of the season: a
golden, almost translucent reminder that other
more subtle signs are out there for those of us
with eyes to see. Even in the midst of snow and
frigid winds, the new life of spring is, again,
returning.
Speaking of new life, here’s some more news:
Laura and I have our third baby on the way! We
don’t know if it is a boy or girl and we are going
to wait to find out, which seems, to me at least,
the natural way to do things. I’m comfortable to
have it in print that yes, of course, I am hoping
for a boy. As both of our daughters Isobel and
Molly have agreed, we have enough girls in this
house.
That said, if God blesses me with a daughter, I
think I’ll love her pretty well, regardless. Anyone
requiring evidence of this need only wander
through my previous essays to realise I like my
girls pretty well.
But I still want a boy.

seasonal course through the lives of great
heroes who must (because they are heroes and
that is what heroes do…) go through the cycle
and reemerge (literally or metaphorically) on
the other side. Examples are thick within
many, if not most, ancient traditions. Some
more modern ones, however, include:
Aragorn in Lord of the Rings
ET’s ‘death’ on the examination
table
Luke Skywalker’s emergence from
the garbage compactor in Star Wars.
Harry Potter in The Deathly Hallows
[Knowing this myth stuff made that final
book great. I knew Harry would die. He
had to. But I also knew he’d be back,
because yes, he had to. Knowing that it is
going to happen doesn’t diminish the
pleasure one gets in the telling when the
tale is in the hands of a master storyteller
such as Rowling.]

In western thought, the hero we are most
familiar with Jesus Christ. His story of rebirth
isn’t the original, in this context of ‘stories
handed down’, but I would argue that he was
the best in that he ongoingly shares his gift
whereas Aragorn, Harry, ET, and Luke’s
resurrection were one-off gigs. His having
You know – the cycle of life, death and new life. been preceded by rebirth legends is kind of
The darkness (death) of night followed by the re- counter-balanced by the fact that he knew what
emergence of the sun (life) in the morning. The was coming from the forming of the world
death of winter followed by the new life of
(What’s that line from Mel Brooks’ History of
spring, which grows into the productive,
the World? “It’s good to be the King!”), and
pleasurable middle years of summer and which
anyway, the Old Testament is littered with
finally and interminably retreat into the declining hints and references of what was to come.
autumnal years as the life force gently ebbs and
is mystically appropriated by the next generation Of course there is a limited applicability of my
musings on the return of the spring to an
As a student of literature, I’m aware that a good
(Continued on page 40)
deal of work has been done in tracing this
The baby will not be here this spring – we’re
expecting him at the start of September – but
I’ve done too much archetypal / mythological /
symbolic reading and study to not be excited and
personally moved by the fertility vibe inherent
within the season of spring.

Cleaning
Berry Best
Property Services
Serving Wollongong to Sussex Inlet
Including Kangaroo Valley

“When only the Berry Best Will Do”
Phone KIM
4464 2688 or 0425 809 797
* Domestic * Commercial
* Holiday rentals * End of Lease
* Builders/ Renovation cleans

than my running. Bonds Lake Athletic Club,
luckily, is sufficiently inclusive that it has
room enough for both of us.
Last Saturday, as we headed out from the
change rooms for my long run (and his
walk…) he wordlessly pointed to a cresting
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References available
Fully Insured
Free Quotes available
berrybest@bigpond.com
PO Box 52 Gerringong NSW 2534
74 Borrowdale Close, Berry, NSW 2535
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LAWN ‘POWER
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presenting the best in lawn keeping and garden equipment

Including a quality line up of
Walker Mowers
like the MT pictured below

Ring for a home demonstration
LAWN ‘POWER
Sales—Service—Repairs—Spares
Cnr. Berry & Plunkett Sts., Nowra NSW 2541
Phone 02 4421 4466
Facsimile02 4421 4708
www.lawnpower.com.au
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Star struck
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There is a very good chart on
P.31 of your Astronomy
By Gerard Keyser
2011 showing some times
when the Saturnian moons
So far February has been as dismal for are clustered together so
make a note in your diary.
observing as January and December.
Try and match the view in
When it hasn’t been cloudy or raining it
your scope to the patterns
has been unbelievably hot with the
shown!
atmosphere boiling away til the small
Jupiter is now very close to
hours of the morning.
the Sun and cannot really be
Let’s hope March is clearer and cooler.
viewed in a dark sky again
It is also very difficult to observe when the
until early May, re-appearing
days have been really hot.
in the dawn sky.
The heat haze and heat waves cause so much
Both Uranus and Neptune are
turbulence that star images dance around like a
in the low western evening
fireflies trapped in your telescope tube.
The Great Orion Nebula, M42, in the “Sword of Orion”
sky as well and will also
Often the night is not still even after midnight.
disappear behind the Sun
One legend has it that the Scorpion was sent to
Even planets and the Moon suffer in observing
with Jupiter during late February, early March.
destroy the upstart hunter Orion after he
conditions like this so no sharp detail can be
One interesting conjunction occurs on the 27th of attempted to seduce the goddess Diana,
achieved.
March when Venus and Neptune are only 0.4°
daughter of Zeus.
In case there is some improvement here’s what
apart before dawn.
Another story says Diana bested Orion in an
we can look out for.
A wide field low power eyepiece will show both archery contest but this made him all the more
Saturn is rising by 9 pm toward the end of the
planets in one field of view.
zealous in his pursuit.
month so is well placed for viewing after
That doesn’t leave much for the planetary
Many gods witnessed the titanic battle which
astronomical twilight, especially if you have a
viewers but don’t forget the Moon, our often
ensued and believing the two opponents to be
low eastern horizon.
neglected and always interesting satellite.
of equal valour placed them both in the sky for
This may be just the eternity.
opportunity we
To safeguard the peace to this day Orion sets
need, while nothing on one side of the heavens as Scorpio rises.
else beckons, to
All the objects appearing in our photos are
brush up on our
easily achieved with binoculars.
knowledge of the
Moons geography.
Clear Skies
For deep sky
observers the
Summer Milky
Way, with Orion in
the lead, is tilting
over to the western
horizon and if you
look east just after
true darkness you
can see the head of
Scorpius rising,
heralding the onset
of the Winter Milky
The Peiades M45, in our northern sky in Taurus just to the west of Orion. Way.
Dark Cloud in the Milky Way in Scorpius

V & A.K. Winch
Rural Contractors
Over 25 years industry experience
*
*
*
*
*
*

All forms of rural fencing
Slashing—Spraying
Stables & day sheds
Property management
Rural consultancy
Chem Cert accredited

*
*
*
*
*

Enclosed gardens
Bridges and jetties
Cattle yards and horse arenas
Vineyards
Water carting

Vincent 0427 898 863
Sean 0458 233 699
Ph: 02 4465 1448
ABN 890 440 920 83
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A fable of international communications
POSTulation.
Christmas time in Australia, and its
festive approach is a wonderful
experience in comparison to the UK.
·

No loud Christmas songs blare from
stores from October onwards.
·
No signs of any Christmas trees and
twinkling lights till the month of
December.
·
No freezing rain, fog, snow, ice or
blizzards to face whilst doing the
Christmas shopping.
·
No awful TV adverts in October telling
the kids what they need in toys for
Christmas.
·
No queues a mile long out of the food
stores when the whole world (well it feels
like it) decides to last minute shop.
·
No huge parking fees at every car park,
leaving you $30 lighter for an afternoons
browse at the stores.
·
No crowds in the stores pushing and
fighting for that last DVD.
Each year I saunter around the shops
marvelling at the normality of the stores, the
lack of crowds, easy parking and the absence
of bad weather.
In Australia I actually enjoy choosing the
few gifts I need to buy for my POSTerity
back in the UK.
The first Christmas here I purchased some
beautiful books on Australian wildlife, and
paid more in stamps to send them than they
actually cost to buy them!
I vowed to buy light the following year.
I now select lightweight clothes, jewellery, gift
vouchers, POSTers and DVDs to try and keep
the cost down, but each year my heart
plummets when I POST haste to the POST
office the postal costs are usually in excess of
$250.
Yes, you did read this correctly, $250.
Can I POSTpone Christmas for good I
wonder?
Well, last year I thought I would use the longer
but cheaper route – Sea.
On asking in October about shipping costs for
Christmas, I was informed that I had missed
the boat – literally – the last date for shipping
to the UK for Christmas is in September!!!

I am told the post has to WAIT, yes WAIT,
for a ship going that way, to take the post?
Which way is THAT WAY?
Via Russia? USA? Antartica?
Does the postie stand on the docks with his/her
thumb out hoping to catch the eye of a passing
ship as it leaves?
Or stand with a card stuck to their POSTeriors
stating UK PLEASE!
Are posties in short supply because they are all
waiting on the docks for a ship going the right
way?
Is mail sent POSTilion rather than by truck to the
docks?
The mind boggles.
I digress.
Each year I send small, lightweight gifts, and
always before the date Australia Post set to
ensure the gifts arrive in time for opening on
Christmas morning
and at great financial cost via air freight.
I fill in the form, declare what’s inside (so all the
surprise is gone for the recipient) stick
AIRMAIL stickers all over it, just to ensure it
doesn’t go backwards twice around the world by
ship and get a bank loan out to cover the
POSTage cost of stamps.
Last year, all my gifts arrived in early January
POSThomously to Christmas day.
It was a huge disappointment to my family to
spend Christmas morning bereft of my gifts.
It is not the same opening them two weeks post
Christmas day.
The previous year my gifts from the UK were all
given a POSTmortem by the customs guys.
Ripped paper, badly repaired and a note inside –
so kind!
Can they not read the declaration forms stuck all
over the outside telling them a gift is inside of a
pair of shoes?
What is the point of filling in these forms if
they are to be ripped apart anyway?
The same occurs from the other side of the
world.
This year my son sent gifts, one costing him $40
in postage, sent from the UK , POST marked on
8th December, addressed with my POST office
box number. It arrived on the 24th January
following a POST mortem, in a tattered state.
Obviously, a dangerous package of bath towels!
This was air freight.
Do not misunderstand me.
This POSTulation does not reflect upon our
wonderful POSTal workers at the counter, who
are most helpful and courteous to all.
Somewhere in the bowels of the POSTAL
service lies a place where parcels go to and never
come out!
However, this is my point.

No, they were not valuable enough to insure,
but they were sent before the deadline set by
Australia post to arrive on time.
So, please note, if not registered or insured,
parcels are not traceable POST sent by date.
No one knows where they have been?.....do
aircraft fly backwards I wonder?
No one knows where they were held
up?......Europe, whilst the pilot has a holiday
perhaps?
Australia Post assures me the blame lies with
the UK postal service – POST worker strikes,
bad weather, POSTman tied up to lamp POST
for 2 weeks? etc.
The UK postal service assures my son the
blame lies with the Australia Postal service.
ImPOSTors infiltrating the POST service and
stealing parcels?
So.........
Where does this leave the consumer, who
POSTed their parcels on time, paid an
extortionate amount of money for air
freight, and has no idea why it took three
weeks for their parcels to arrive, if at all?
WHO is going to reimburse me or my family
in the UK for the poor service I receive each
WHO is liable/ responsible for this debacle?
Christmas from the POSTal service? The
POSTmaster general?
It’s so convenient for each postal service to lay
the blame at each other’s doorstep so neither
has to address the issue.
There is no compensation to replace the
disappointment of small children on Christmas
morning awaiting gifts from afar that never
arrive, or arrive so long after the day, the
excitement is long gone.
Nor the disappointment of the sender who did
everything possible to ensure the gifts arrived
on time only to find they failed AGAIN.
WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?
However, the time I took to find the items, the
cost of wrapping them as per dictated by the
Does the ship go round the world twice before
POSTal service, the form declarations I
stopping?
completed, ensuring they are delivered
Perhaps they go backwards to make it more
POSThaste to the post office in time for
fun, or stop in Europe for a quick holiday on
sending, as dictated by Australia Post, plus the
route?
$250 POSTage it has cost me to send them,
Do they stop at a trading POST in some jungle
should be answerable to someone and some
area on route for a cuppa?
reimbursement should be offered POST haste.
WHO
IS
RESPONSIBLE?
Are the captains all L platers? do they get lost?
Australia Post asks......
Next year, I shall be Christmas shopping in
Or need lessons in how to navigate the seas?
I ask Australia Post and I am quizzed.......
July, eliminating any Christmas festivities
How come it only takes 6 weeks to transport
· Did I register the parcels?
completely, so that I can send my gifts to the
all my worldly goods from the UK to Sydney
Well no, it costs a fortune to do this individually,
UK by ship..........
by ship, yet the post takes three months?
and as none were of any great value I did not
If this fails, look out POSTmaster General, as I
think it necessary.
will be POST haste to the POST office
However, they were POSTed by the deadline set headquarters with my Sharp Letters and
“Our readers write”
Parcels delivering, (on time) my POSTulation
by Australia Post to arrive on time.
contributions always welcome
· Did I insure the items?
to your POSTerior!
Lyn Obern
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
POST script:- I’ll keep you POSTed!
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More on sweetness
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist
The first artificial sweetener,
synthesised in 1879, was saccharin. It
was widely used in the 1960s, but it fell
from favour because it leaves a bitter
aftertaste in the mouth for about 50
percent of the population.
Artificial sweeteners permitted in
Australia (numbers 950-967) must be
declared on the label, with the words
'artificially sweetened'.
Acesulphame K – Additive 950 is 200 times as
sweet as sugar. It is often used in conjunction
with other sweeteners in chewing gum, ice
cream, confectionery and sweetened yoghurt.
Alitame – Additive 956 is at least 2000 times
as sweet as sugar. It is made from two amino
acids (L-aspartic acid and D-alanine) and is
permitted for use in drinks, jams, jellies, baked
goods, custard and sweet spreads.
Aspartame – Additive 951 is made up of
derivatives of two amino acids, phenylalanine
and aspartic acid. It is 200 times as sweet as
sugar but isn’t used in baked goods because the
two amino acids break apart under heat and
only taste sweet when they are together. Those
with the rare genetic disorder phenylketonuria
(PKU) cannot tolerate large quantities of
phenylalanine and so food labels must warn of
its presence for these people. Aspartame is
widely used in soft drinks, chewing gum,
chocolate and confectionery and as a powdered
sweetener.
Cyclamates – Additive 952 was first made in
1937 and was banned for many years in the US
and the UK for fear it could lead to bladder
cancer. It is now permitted. Cyclamates are 40
times as sweet as sugar and widely used in
cordials and soft drinks. Permitted levels in
cordials have recently been reduced in
Australia because some cordial drinkers were
exceeding the acceptable daily intake.
Erythritol – Additive 968 is made from
glucose that has been treated with a yeast that
converts it to a form that can’t be digested in
the intestine. Most of it is excreted unchanged
and it contributes only 1 kJ/gram. It can be
used for up to 10 percent of the sugar in cakes
and is also used in chocolates, confectionery,
pickles, beverages and frozen desserts.
Isomalt – Additive 953 is made from sugar
beet and is as sweet as sugar but provides only
half the kilojoules. It also functions as a
bulking agent and a humectant to keep foods
moist. It is digested in the body to glucose,
sorbitol and mannitol. A high intake of sorbitol
and mannitol can cause diarrhoea and wind. It
is used in ice cream, cakes and confectionery.
Lactitol – Additive 966 is made from lactose,
the sugar in milk. It has only 40 percent of the
sweetness of sugar and half the kilojoules of
sugar, and is usually used with more
concentrated sweeteners. Like all sugar
alcohols, it is only partly digested in the small
intestine and then passes to the large intestine

where it has a laxative effect and causes wind. It
is used in confectionery, frozen desserts,
chocolate, cakes, pickles and dressings, drinks,
sauces and sports foods.
Maltitol – Additive 965 is made from malted
grains and functions as a sweetener, humectant
and emulsifier. It has about three-quarters of the
sweetness of sugar and is used with more
concentrated sweeteners. Like other sugar
alcohols, it can have a laxative effect and cause
wind. It is used in chewing gum, confectionery,
ice cream and chocolate.
Saccharin – Additive 954 is made from byproducts of coal and is 200-500 times as sweet as
sugar. It is not digested in the body and is
excreted by the kidneys. In 1977, saccharin was
banned in the United States after Canadian
researchers found it caused bladder cancer in
mice. After an outcry from the general public
(who wanted the sweetness without the
kilojoules), diabetic associations and the soft
drink industry, saccharin was permitted in the
USA, but required a warning label until May
2000. Other countries allow it because it would be
difficult to consume enough to create a hazard.
Stevial glycosides, a sweet substance made from
the plant Stevia rebaudiana (a member of the
chrysanthemum family) was approved for use in
in Australia in 2008. It is 250 times as sweet as
sugar and sold as a ‘smart’ mixture with raw or
white sugar. It has a taste with hints of treacle and
licorice.
Sucralose – Additive 955 is 600 times as sweet as
sugar and is made by replacing some of the atoms
in sugar with chlorine. This means the molecule
can't be broken down by enzymes in the intestine,
so doesn’t contribute any kilojoules. It is stable to
heat and can be used in cakes, biscuits and other
baked goods as well as breakfast cereals,
confectionery and sweet sauces. It is sold as

Splenda and is often listed by this name in
recipes.
Thaumatin – Additive 957 is 2000 times as
sweet as sugar. It is extracted from a West
African plant and has a delayed sweet flavour.
It is most likely to be used in fruit juices, soft
drinks and confectionery, but its extreme
sweetness is a barrier to widespread use in
food manufacturing. It is marketed in some
countries as Talin.
Xylitol – Additive 967 occurs naturally in fruits
and vegetables, especially in strawberries,
raspberries and cauliflower. It has similar
sweetness to sugar, but only half the kilojoules
because it is only partly digested in the small
intestine with the residue passing to the large
intestine. Large quantities lead to diarrhoea and
wind. Xylitol has some protective effects on
tooth enamel because it blocks the uptake of
glucose by the bacteria which cause tooth
decay. It can also be heated or frozen without
losing its sweet taste. It is used in chewing
gum, confectionery, frozen desserts, low
kilojoule products and baked goods.
☼
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Horse breakers wow a spellbound crowd
Kangaroo Valley Show was privileged
indeed to host the Australian Stockman's
Hall of Fame first horse breaking contest to
be held at a rural Show.
The competitors were Australian Stockman's
Hall of Fame Outback Entertainer Luke
Thomas, South Coast horseman Wade Mathie,
and well known Southern Highlands horseman
and ex Kangaroo Valley boy, Tony Priestly .
The event was held in four, forty five minute
sessions, two per day, per horse, with all three
horsemen put to the test with some really
determined horses.
The horses were supplied by Richard MapleBrown of Springfield Station, Goulburn and
ranged in age from a lively two year old colt to
a black mare that Wade Mathie drew which
was seven years of age.
Wade Mathie's mare was touchy and he chose
to take the slowly, slowly approach, Tony
Priestley's colt was keen to use it's front feet
and teeth when dealing with Tony and the

Wade Mathie and the mare

horse that Luke Thomas drew was the calmer of
the three and seemed to accept most things in it's
stride.
Please note key words :"most things."
The event was judged by the spectators by means
of a voting system that everyone had a chance to
use and the over-all winner was Wade Mathie,
with Luke
Thomas in
2nd place
and Tony
Priestly
3rd .
It was a
fantastic
chance to
witness the
skill and
dedication
Luke Thomas entertained the crowd these
talented men have in their work with horses.
All three men treated their horses with the utmost
respect and through their firm but gentle
approach were able to achieve an amazing
amount with the horses in such a short time.
Luke Thomas, who performs shows at
Longreach at the Australian Stockman’s Hall of
Fame for about eight months of the year was a
great commentator and shared a lot of
information and insights into horse breaking with
the audience as well as entertaining us with some
very funny horse breaking ballads.
As Show president David Kent said the contest
was the highlight of the show and there was a
definite 'buzz' around the breaking in yard!

Tony Priestly “the local boy”
The next Australian Stockman's Hall of Fame
horse breaking contest will be held at The
King of the Ranges Contest in the Hunter
Valley at Murrundi during Scone’s horse week
which is held during the first week in May.
Further information on this event can be gained
by calling Luke Thomas on 0408 458 862.
One of the aims of holding these horse
breaking competitions at rural shows, is to
promote the wonderful work of the Australian
Stockman’s Hall of Fame which honours our
outback history and culture and provides an
invaluable opportunity for people to experience
this priceless aspect of our heritage.
If you enjoyed the horse breaking experience at
the show and would like to support the
Stockman’s Hall of Fame you can visit their
website www.outbackheritage.com.au .
You could for example, become a member for
as little as $30 and help them continue their
great work into the future.
A really big thank you is in order to Wade,
Tony and Luke for their generous sharing with
us and to the Show Committee for securing
such a marvellous event for us to enjoy! Cathy

Presenting sculptures by Judy Coverdale

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley

149 Moss Vale Road

Open 10 am till 4 pm each day. thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 44 651 621
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This may sound corny
with the seasonal Chef

The Dog Show kitchen volunteers

Bach to Bach in Wollongong
Kangaroo Valley music lovers have an
opportunity to enjoy the Song Company
when they perform in Wollongong.
There are three concerts this year, all held at
the Wollongong City Gallery (corner Burelli
and Kembla Streets) on Monday 4 April at 7.30
pm.
Hailed by Peter McCallum (Sydney Morning
Herald) as one of the Six Best Concerts of
2011, Bach to Bach features timeless songs,
chorales and preludes from the famous
Notenbuchlein fur Anna Magdalena, an
exquisite Suite for Cello solo and four glorious
motets by J.S Bach and J.L Bach.
The Song Company will be joined by two
additional vocalists and accompanied by
Daniel Yeadon (cello) and Neal Peres Da
Costa (harpsichord).
Discounted group bookings are available.
Monday 4 April – 7.30pm Bach to Bach
Monday 15 August – 7.30pm Time Traveller
Monday 5 December – 7.00pm Sweet Dreams
Book at: www.cityrecitalhall.com.au or by
phone on (02) 8256 2222.
Belinda Webster

I’m sitting here on the verandah looking
at the fine harvest of corn my husband
has just picked from the garden.
I love corn and find it most appetizing
steamed straight from the pot then lathered
with butter, sprinkled with sea salt and
cracked black pepper and then a tinkle of
dried chilli flake.
Quite similar to what you may find being hocked
from a pedal driven cart on the roadside in
Thailand.
Corn has been around for thousands of years as a
food and also as an ingredient to many things
you may never have thought about.
You will find corn in things like aluminium,
whiskey, paint, nappies and pharmaceuticals.
You name it it’s more than likely to have some
part of the corn in it.
You may also find corn in a variety of colours
including purple, red, brown and white.
Easy to grow and extremely delicious it’s no
wonder corn on the table so often.
This month’s recipe is for Polenta, Cheese and
Red Pepper Muffins which can be enjoyed with a
couple of slices of bacon on the side.
By the way… Polenta is ground cornmeal!
Enjoy!
120g yellow polenta
½ cup plain flour
2 tsp salt
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3 teaspoons baking powder
½ cup red capsicum finely diced
1 cup grated cheddar cheese
¼ cup diced chives
2 eggs
225ml sour cream
140g unsalted butter melted and cooled
1/3 cup corn kernels
¼ cup fresh herbs of your choice finely
chopped
1. preheat your oven to 200’> lightly butter a
12 hole muffin tin and put aside.
2. Put the polenta, flour, salt, baking powder
into a bowl and mix well.
Tip this into a larger bowl and add the cheese.
Mix well.
3. mix the eggs, sour cream and melted butter.
Stir in the chopped herbs, capsicum, corn and
chives.
Pour the egg mixture and gently stir them
together until just combined.
4. Divide the batter evenly between the muffin
holes. Put tin in oven. Pour a little water into a
small oven proof dish to go in the oven at the
same time as the muffins.
This will help keep them moist.
5. Bake for about twenty minutes or until you
can smell the muffins amzing arouma wafting
through the house.
Cool the muffins then turn onto a rack.
You may need to loosen the edges to get them
loose.
Top with a sprinkle of herbs then serve at room
temperature or warm.

EST 1890

We specialise in all aspects of the pest control industry, including termites, soil treatments, general pests, building & pest inspections.
We are certified for all physical barriers including granite guard, trithor, plasmite and many more.
It's not the cost of the service, it's the quality of the service.

44 651 520

0411 704 067
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Valley finance views
by Abacus

That distant humm you can hear is the
guts being sucked out of the Australian
economy.
And it has a single source: China.
Our resources boom is bound up in the
fortunes of China, and you will read that
it is giving us the biggest boom economy
in generations. This is simply not so.
Resource booms inevitably lead to near
disaster for the remainder of any
economy.
First of all it sucks resources away from other
sectors. Resources such as labour and
financial, are taken from other economic
necessities such as innovation and new
industries required for our long term future.
This will increasingly become apparent to the
many, and especially so when the boom runs
out.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Second, China is insisting that its people be
given the jobs that our local engineers would
traditionally complete.
Thus you will see today that vast tracks of
industry in WA, a resource rich state, are in
decline and closing due to lack of work.
This runs contra to what the headlines say and
we are lead to believe.
Both of these are trends are known as the
“hollowing out” effect and this economic effect
has been rumbling around Asian countries since
China opened for business in the past 15 years
especially. Think Asian crisis of late 1990’s.
I was interested to read an article by Greg
Canavan that showed that most of the world's
manufacturing sector is in expansion mode.
He says “Everyone else, in fact... except Japan,
Greece and Australia (10% of economy).
In these three countries only, manufacturing
contracted in December 2010”.
And data from January shows the Australian
manufacturing industry is still contracting.
Greece and Japan are definitely not role models
with which to be compared.
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He then also looks at Australia’s service sector
(85% economy), and shows that our
performance is also measurably poor against
the rest of the world, and also shrinking.
To stop the boom in one small part of the
Australia landscape, resources, of course our
central bank is raising interest rates causing our
dollar to appreciate and all the mortgage
holders – who are NOT beneficiaries of the
discrete mining boom – to pay higher amounts
for the loans.
Another disturbing statistic is that Australia
presently has unemployed and underemployed
rate of 16.5%. Yes that’s right, unemployment
is not the 5% we are fed by the media.
Yet the miner’s want to import even more
cheap skilled labour to meet their needs rather
than educating our existing labour force and
keeping the money in Australian economy.
This also keeps downward pressure on wages
and employment in Australia.
And even worse, all those record breaking
profits of the miners we read about this past
month, are very reliant on their very low tax
expenses (that is the money that you and I
expect to receive through improved
infrastructure, say).
This is because of the accelerated depreciation
of their investments allowed by the tax rules.
So yes, we are experiencing a two speed
economy and people are saving more than
spending.
That is because the community can tell more
about what is happening in the economy than
any number of overpaid economists.
Disclaimer: This is not advice. I am not licensed to
give advice of any kind. Advice can be understood
as individual advice to a person about their
particular financial circumstances, or general advice
about investing. So you cannot, and should not, rely
on anything written here. You should only rely on
advice from a licensed advisor. If this article has
sparked interest please seek out a licensed advisor.

My homing thoughts
(Continued from page 31)

autumn-bound southern hemispherical
audience. There are, to my reckoning, three
things you can do with this essay: a), tear it out
and hang it on a nail in your 1930’s outside
dunny, b) put it aside until September and pull
it out then to make yourself feel better, or c)
consider the idea of ‘rejuvenation’ in the extra
context that I have been.
For a couple of months there have been
continual stories of flood, bushfire, cyclone,
further floods, etc., flowing across the Pacific
from Australia. How many times have I been
rudely jolted out of my everyday by friends
over here asking me if I’ve friends or loved
ones affected by the latest disaster? If I am
done with the bad news I can hardly imagine
how everyone back home, up and down the
coast and across the continent, must be
thoroughly shot of it.
And so I hope that this next season is one of
rejuvenation and repair. I hope there’s a fresh
burst of good news and new life. I hope my
country enjoys a peaceful a springtime out of
time.
Kookaburra
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The Sports
Report
Free bowling clinics are available at The Bowlo
The first free “Bowls Coaching Clinic”
was held at the Bowling Club last
month.
Ben Almond, an accredited bowling
coach, gave the lesson.
His students were impressed by his coaching
style and the improvement his coaching has
made to their bowling skills.
The Clinics are to be held regularly on the first
Thursday of the month commencing at 9.30
am. The next will be on Thursday, 3 March.
New bowlers and beginners just need to wear
flat-soled shoes (or bare feet is fine).
All other equipment is supplied.
EVERYONE WELCOME

Eight bowlers who attended the inaugural
clinic, from left to right:
Ken, Ben (Coach), Ginny, Jim, Debbie,

The
happy
hooker

PUBLIC NOTICE

by

Chuck Burley
The Kangaroo Valley Amateur Fishing
Club’s last safari was in December.
It seems from the comments made in my
last article that most have worked out who
our “Smart”er member who forgot his
keys and “Rex Hunt” were.
I understand both will be at our next safari, this
time with keys and seasickness tablets.
Our next Safari will be at Bermagui and the
house has been booked for a week from the 1421 March 2011.
Any member wanting to use the facility during
the week must contact Gavin, Mark or Vinnie.
The weekend portion will only be available for
fishermen and I recommend you book in to
ensure you get a bed.
Remember we have Club Shirts, $20, Caps $10
and badges $5 on sale.
For membership and booking enquires please
contact Gavin Fox on 4861 4841 (email
gav1960@msn.com) or Mark Collins on 4861
1091 (email kiwiwingnut55@hotmail.com) or
our local identity Vinnie Winch on 4465 1448.
Enjoy your fishing …..

Chuck

The National Parks and Wildlife Service (now a Division of
the Dept of Environment, Climate Change and Water) are
conducting a 1080 fox baiting program in the Kangaroo
Valley and Budgong areas for the protection of the
Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby.
The baiting is conducted on various private properties,
NPWS estate, Sydney Catchment Authority estate
and vacant Crown land.
All bait stations in this program are permanently baited
throughout the year and all properties being baited have
baiting notification signs at their entrances
with the dates when baits are out.
Dog owners are reminded to ensure their dogs do not
wander as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080 poisoning.

For any further information please contact
Melinda Norton or Alison Prentice at the
DECCW Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy Falls
on (02) 4887 8244.
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Kangaroo Valley Golf Club news
running the Resort and overseeing the
magnificent improvements made to the course
during their seven years of management. Thanks
again Harry and Janice.
On the golf front we have had some great scores
and on Saturday 22 January Ray Michelsons won
the day with 41points, John Innes was second
with 35 points, beating Joan Edwards on a
countback.
Thanks to all those who helped organise and
The January Medal played on Saturday 29
cook the food. We are looking forward to the
January, it was John Seyffer’s turn to run hot
Harry and Janice receiving a gift from the
next one in a few months time.
with a nett 67, Steve Atkins was second with a
Club in appreciation of their hard work and
The BBQ was also a time we could show our
nett 71 and John Rose was third with a nett 72.
dedication to the Resort and Club
appreciation to Harry and Janice for their
On Saturday February 5, Harry Brittain was on
enthusiasm, professionalism and hard work in fire winning with 44 points.
Harry’s handicap was 7 on the day so he was
under par off the stick.
John Seyffer was second with 34 points
beating Joan Edwards on a countback.
Saturday 12 February was wet, raining most of
the morning with only a few braving the
elements for the Versus Par event.
This did not stop John Seyffer from having
another blistering round of +7 (3 over the par
off the stick), John Dinoia a visitor was second
with a +3 and Toby Cullen, another visitor,
was third with a +1.
Saturday 19 February, a much brighter, but
very humid day, again saw Harry Brittain in
the winner’s circle with 38 points, Joan
Edwards was second with a score of 36 points
and Rick Donaldson took out third with 33
points
Until next time Seventy Plus
A great place for a barbecue. Overlooking the 8th fairway

We had a great BBQ lunch on Saturday
29 January, after the morning
competition, which was attended by
around 40 club members and their
partners.
It was a wonderful opportunity to meet
informally at one of the many scenic
locations around the course.
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Firey Tales
by Cinderfella

It’s been a fairly busy year for the
brigade so far.
04/01/11 – Oil Spill on Moss Vale Rd,
Barrengarry Mtn
09/01/11 – Motorbike accident on Moss
Vale Rd, Cambewarra Mtn
11/01/11 – MVA on Moss Vale Rd,
Barrengarry
16/01/11 – BBQ gas bottle fire, Radiata
Rd
21/01/11 – Truck Rollover on Moss
Vale Rd, Barrengarry Mtn

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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26/01/11 – Bus stuck
on tight hairpin,
Kangaroo Valley
Rd
12/02/11 – Oil Spill on
Moss Vale Rd
between the
bottom and top of
Cambewarra Mtn
19/02/11 – Reported
MVA on Moss
Vale Rd,
Cambewarra
Mtn. Nothing
Found.

Bill Chittick an impressive 40 years service to the Valley

Barry Ferrington (centre) recognised for 30 years service

Norm Luscombe still active in the service after 30 years

Watch for our weekly specials
Kangaroo Valley’s own

Open seven days a week from 6 am to 7 pm
The best fresh fruit and meat and grocery choice

Petrol, diesel, oils

Bottled and refilled gas

Ice and Telephone credits

32 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
phone (02) 4465 1986
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This is in addition
to the National
Medal for fifteen
years service which
is awarded by the
Government.
Shoalhaven District RFS exercise conducted in Congratulations to
the Conjola area.
all.
This exercise saw crew members put to the test Permit season
a range of previously learnt skills.
A great day was had by all who attended, with is still
running
plans to attend the next one already in place.
The brigade would also like to acknowledge
and applaud the efforts of all those members
who have received long service awards in the
past few months.
The RFS awards all members who volunteer
for ten years or more the RFS Long Service
Medal.

Peter Wilson another 30 year veteran

Fire Permits will be
required for all fires
unless small
cooking or heating
fire, provided that
Keith Nelson 50 years voluntary service—an outstanding effort
1.
to lighting up.
the fire is in a permanently
At least 24 hours notice must be given to RFS
constructed fireplace;
Fire Control in Nowra and any adjoining
2. it is at a site surrounded by
neighbours prior to the fire been lit.
ground that is cleared of all
Please contact one of our three Permit Officers
combustible materials for a distance to be issued with a permit
of at least two metres all around;
David Smart
44651214
0427 651 718
3. the fire is completely
Keith Nelson
44651377
extinguished before leaving.
Bill Chittick
44651242
Fire permits may be cancelled at
any time in the event of a Total Fire
Ban or No Burn Day being
declared.
It is the fire permit holders
responsibility to check on this prior

Please Note these people are all volunteers and
receive no compensation for their time, fuel etc
to issue these and may need several days notice
to be able to visit your site.
Until next time, be fire wise.
Cinderfella
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037

email: eccleselectrical@westnet.com.au

*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial

*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs

~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and Ornamental
trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging
orders taken now for winter roses and bare root stock

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren

Kangaroo Valley Security

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley

for helpful service and advice
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days

Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

homes
Extensions, complete bathroom
and kitchec renovations, decks,
pergolas and all carpentry
requirements

Ian McLean
Home Handyman

Tel: 4464 3267

Mob: 0427 643 267
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GRID FEED PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS
Renewable energy for your home or business

Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: F1978

Mike and Cathy Gorman
P:44 651540
E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
MTA Member
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089
All Mechanical Repairs
Log Book Servicing
Brake & Clutch Repairs
Slasher, Mower,
Ride-on Repairs
Mig Welding, Tyre Repairs
On farm mechanical repairs
Plant/Heavy Vehicle Field
Servicing

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES

17 years mechanical knowledge

Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter

and Licenced Workshop experience.
We provide full service for 4x4’s and motor vehicles

7 Days, Emergency service

John Wright 0411 619 179

Call Mark or Margo
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080
Lic. No. 11234
Servicing Kangaroo Valley for almost 20 years

email Wassa@shoal.net.au

Wrights Farm Machinery P/L
Jennter Drive, Kangaroo Valley

Call Warren 0438 418 198 4465 1030
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Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding,
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous
Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

P: 4446 0713

e : marknheidi@optusnet.com.au

Kangaroo Valley’s Local Licenced Painter

Free
quotes
Domestic * New/Repaints
*Commercial * Insurance Work
ABN 64 835 636 910
Lic. Number: 197810C

0411 361 981 or 44 651 920
kvpainting@gmail.com
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Specialising in Tung Oil for New & Old Flooring
& Environmentally Friendly Coatings
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Time for a laugh
Quotable
celebrity
quotes
Last week, I stated this woman was the ugliest woman I had ever seen. I
have since been visited by her sister, and now wish to withdraw that
statement.
Mark Twain
The secret of a good sermon is to have a good beginning and a good
ending; and to have the two as close together as possible.
George Burns
Santa Claus has the right idea.
Visit people only once a year.
Victor Borge
Be careful about reading health books.
You may die of a misprint.
Mark Twain
By all means, marry. If you get a good wife, you'll become happy; if you
get a bad one, you'll become a philosopher.
Socrates
I was married by a judge. I should have asked for a jury.
Groucho Marx
My wife has a slight impediment in her speech. Every now and then she
stops to breathe.
Jimmy Durante
I have never hated a man enough to give his diamonds back.
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Only Irish coffee provides in a single glass all four essential food
groups: alcohol, caffeine, sugar and fat.
Alex Levine
Money can't buy you happiness .... But it does bring you a more
pleasant form of misery.
Spike Milligan
Until I was thirteen, I thought my name was SHUT UP .
Joe Namath
I don't feel old. I don't feel anything until noon. Then it's time for my
nap.
Bob Hope
I never drink water because of the disgusting things that fish do in it.
W. C. Fields

This space
could be yours
just telephone
44 651 621

We could certainly slow the aging process down if it had to work its
way through Congress.
Will Rogers
Don't worry about avoiding temptation.
As you grow older, it will avoid you.
Winston Churchill
Maybe it's true that life begins at fifty. But everything else starts to
wear out, fall out, or spread out.
Phyllis Diller
By the time a man is wise enough to watch his step, he's too old to go
anywhere.
Billy Crystal
And the cardiologist' s diet: - If it tastes good spit it out.

Our thanks to Win Palmer
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Woodhill remembrances
(Continued from page 8)

Boyd’s Bush. Probably a soldier settlement
after World War 1.
Adjoining this is Petrie’s property and that
family successfully grew vegetables, grapes
and pears for the Berry market.
It was easier to transport the produce by horse
and slide along a cobbled roadway, through the
Government farm, along a track near Brooke’s
farm to the Woodhill Road and then down the
mountain to Berry.
The track is overgrown somewhat now but
there are remnants of farm machinery on the
Government Farm which is still Crown Land.
Dad told of the timber that was taken out from
under the escarpment during World War 2.
Blitz trucks were used to transport the huge
logs of coachwood, cedar and some hardwood.
After the 1968 fires it was possible to walk
through this area and see the floating bridges
that had been used to allow the laden trucks to
cross the swampy ground under the
escarpment.
There were 44 gallon drums with timber planks
between that had just been left there after the
logging operation ceased.
Some of the cedar used in the new Parliament
house in Canberra came from our property.
There is also a coal seam through this part of
the lower escarpment and during the bush fires
the gas from the coal burnt for days.
Dad’s story of Thunderbolt, the bushranger is
worth a mention.
A farmer was boiling his billy and preparing to
open a can of beans for his lunch when a
horseman rode up.
Being friendly he offered to share his meal
with the stranger who replied, “If I told you I
was Captain Thunderbolt, would you still offer
your hospitality?”
The answer must have been reassuring for the
bushranger stayed for a cuppa and plate of
beans.
Just another of the bushranger stories from the
folk lore of the mountain.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

The black panther, made famous by Doris
Blinman from Kangaroo Valley, has been
sighted in the Brogers Creek area over the years.
A close encounter with the mysterious animal
was very frightening.
One evening I arrived home late and after
coming through the gates shone my torch at
random into the farm shed, just checking before
going up to the house.
Two strange looking eyes glared at me.
I crept forward, cautiously, to investigate.
A low menacing growl sounded less than
welcoming as the large black creature continued
to glare into the light.
Having heard stories of the black panther, I was
fairly sure this was the animal and I made a very
hasty retreat.
The next day, talking to some of the farmers, I
was told there had been stock killings and
sightings of the panther in the Brogers Creek
area during the past few days.
There are still traces of the route of the old road
from Berry.
It branched out from our farm, up the steep slope
to the top of Woodhill Mountain where the army
had a lookout station during World War 2.
In the event of a Japanese invasion, there were
plans to blow up the road so their army could not
advance down the Valley.
The new road was for many years not trafficable
in wet weather.
Dad used his Land Rover to tow Charlie Martin’s
Chev over the worst of the mud and slush when
he returned from the milk run to Berry.
Good thing Charlie only had the empty cans and
a few household items for the farmers on board.
We were the last farm to
get electricity in the late
1960s and our house power
came from lamps and a 42volt generator run by a
Lister engine.
Growing up on the farm
was a great life and I still
enjoy the serenity of this
picturesque part of the
mountain and am happy to
have shared some of my
memories.
Norm Faulks

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258
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Another “Malcolm”
(Continued from page 10)

noises.
The mysterious car drives off.
I have no idea who or how many disappear into
the darkness.
Still I hear noises from the nearby building.
I phone the police again, an hour after my
initial call, and repeat my story with the
additional episodes.
After an hour and a half the noises died down.
The police had not arrived or contacted me.
I decided to take my weary body back to bed.
The next morning I arose and went
immediately to a neighbour and told him my
story. He seemed very interested and called for
a female friend to listen to my story.
After hearing this they looked at each other
and broke into laughter.
I asked what was so funny?
The female advised me that the police phoned
her and advised that I had called them. The
building was apparently occupied that evening.
Another person was then phoned to investigate,
(hence the mysterious vehicle at 11.50pm), he
found the naked person indeed was locked out.
That person fortunately knew the naked
person, who obviously had no ID on himself.
Apparently the unfortunate man was about to
have a shower before retiring to bed, when he
remembered to grab something just outside the
door, which slammed shut on him and locking
him out.
I told the other people in the morning that I
was glad that it was nothing sinister in our
special valley.
They thanked me for telling them my story,
which was almost exactly the same as the
unfortunate man who was locked out .
His story included a towel around his waist.
My wife and I assured them that it must have
been an imaginary one - our binoculars
confirmed that!
Lance Brown

Back copies of the
Valley Voice
needed!!!
Pioneer Museum Park is looking for
2 copies of the July 2000 issue to
complete their archives
Please call Elaine Apperley on
44 652 026 if you can help

Kangaroo Valley Village Markets

are held on the
2nd Saturday every month
8.30am-2.30pm
with proceeds going towards the
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival.

Reliable service,
excellent equipment, competitive quotes.

For more information contact
Jane Richter 0402 635 785 or email
kvmarkets@gmail.com
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!

Special events March 2011

2011
April 30 and May 1
Berry Quilt and Craft Show
May 6-8

Arts in the Valley festival

Oct 21 –23

Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival

March 1

Bowlo Cup swim relays

Organisations are invited to use this page
to claim the date for any events they are planning,
so as to avoid doubling up and clashes with other groups

Monthly events
Mon (1st)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214

Mon (2nd)

Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688

Mon (3rd)

A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Donna Parker, 4465 2170
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Workbee. Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
for confirmation and location of meeting place.
CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon,
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting

Tues (1st)

Pioneer Museum Park. Working Bee 9.00 am to 12 noon
Werner Bayer 4465 -1058.
Tues (2nd)

Pre School Meeting

Tues (3rd)

Pioneer settlement Trust meeting 11am 1 pm Elaine Apperley 4465 2026

Tues (3rd)

KV Historical Society 9-30 am to 11 am Garth Chittick 4465 1367

Tues (4th)

Lions Club. Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Fri (2nd)

View Club General Meeting and Luncheon – 12 pm – locations as advised

Sat (last)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482

Sun (last)

Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140

Bi-weekly events
Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group— 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

Weekly events
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 8 am
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Tues
Men's Bowling - noon, Casual
Contact Club 4465 1175
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
44 651 364
Tues
8 pm Meditation Group
ph 0427 383 645
Tues
Cuppa & kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 6-15 am
Wed
Pioneer Park Men’s Shed from 9 am
Finishing round 4 pm with a pint at
The Bowlo Werner Bayer 4465 1058
Wed
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact
44 651364
Thurs
Pilates KV Hall 1 pm—2-15 pm
Enquiries 44 651 958
Thurs
5 pm Golf Croquet
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Thurs
1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44651585
Sat
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 8 am
Sat
1 pm Social Bowls KV Bowling
Sun
Bowling Club 'Barefoot Bowls' 1 pm
Sun
Anglican Church 4465 1585
8-30 am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Sun
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- 149 Moss Vale Rd , Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone (02) 4465 1621
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Public School
John Bond
4465 1182
P&C
Ilse O’Reilly
4465 1767
Scots College
Grahame Allen 4465 1089
Anglican Church Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Sunday School Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248
Lions Club
Jason Horton 0411 151 639
V.I.E.W. Club
Betty Allan
4465 1154
C.W.A.
Gwen Nelson
4443 3409
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357
Environment
Rosemary Stanton 4465 1711
Wires
4862 1788
AGES & STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Gary Thomas
4465 1485
Cuppa and kids Simone O’Halloran 4465 1102

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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OTHER ORGANISATIONS
K. V. Show Donna Parker
0411014493
Alcholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482
Budgong Community Group
Nicholas Carlile 4446 0591
Cuppa & kids Simone O’Halloran 4465 1102
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
Cricket Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531 FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
Croquet Club
Mary McIntyre
4465 2757 KV Arts Festival
Fishing Club
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
Denise Wright 4465 1963
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384 K.V.C.A..
Barbara Woodney 4465 1117
Hockey Club
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580 KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
Ladies Bowling Margery Good
4465 1341 KVRFB Captain David Smart
4465 1214
Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick
4465 1035 Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Pilates
Rachael Coady
4465 1958 Osborne Park/Hall Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pony Club
Ilse O’Reilly
4465 1767 Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Rowing Club
Gerry Garrett
4465 1419 Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Tennis Club
Bruce Rodway
4465 1756 Tourist Assn
Susan Boden
4465 1310
EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Ambulance
000
Poisons
13 1126
Integral Energy
13 1003
Lifeline
13 1114
Fire
000

Group Secretaries - please check & update details

Upper River Progress Assn
David Loneragan 4465 1364

Airport Transfers • Winery Tours • Corporate Travel •
Weddings • Theatre, Opera, Sporting Events •
Sydney, Canberra & Southern Highlands
Vehicles for all occasions
At Your Service
24hours a day & 7 days a week
Contact HCHC
M: 0400 921 239
E: info@hchc.com.au • W: www.hchc.com.au
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